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ERP ECONOMIC AID—Seventy-five 

new freight cars, built in Czecho- 

slovakia, were delivered Nov. 210 MILITARY GOVERNMENT 
western German railroads ata cere- 

mony at the border of Fuerth im Wald, 

Bavaria. The poster above the speak- 

ers’ stand reads: “America Helps in 

the Construction of Europe. These 

freight cars are supplied under the 
Marshall Plan.” Some of the freight 

cars are shown standing in front of 

the Station. Details on the delivery 

under the European Reconstruction 

Plan are given on page 29, 

(photo by Byers, JEIA) 
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Record Steel Output—Bizonal steel for rayon pulp, $855,000 for resin and already allotted in the airlift... | 

production for October was the $526,000 worth of copper. The four-day ‘Bundles for Berlin” 
highest since the occupation evan. “Operation Noel—The handling and drive, pp cneaae by the American 

Preliminary steel ingot production for transporting of military post Christ- Women's Club of Heidelberg, netted 

the month reached 610,254 tons, an approximately 4,000 pounds of con- 

increase of seven percent over the tributions, including food, toys and 

record established during September. Pay Period Changed clothing . . . . Approximately 500 

Meanwhile pig iron production in ce ‘ young Germans, 16 to 18 years old, 

October amounted to 508,594 tons, an US civilian employees in the in the 7783d Ordnance Battalion's 
increase of eight percent. Steel pro- purenea Command, Growing sal- GYA Club in the Berlin borough of 
duction is now accomplished at an ce prom ay appropriated Schoeneberg have voted to give their 
annual rate of 7,320,000 tons. funds will be paid every two Christmas dinners this year to a like 

‘ . weeks, with the 14-day period number of smaller boys and girls in 
Property Restitution Approximately which starts Dec. 12 marking the Schoeneberg. a 

AGEL ecdiaty tase hace ied La eral IO Soviets Release Crait—For the first 
by N aa a one z 7 G EUCOM Headquarters, \announ, time since the Russian blockade was 
aie oy; cana i Rie ce ae a ced. However, pay for the initial imposed five months ago, Sovie 

an Comal ated Nov. 10, 1947, tworweer Reno Got pe ee authorities have begun releasing bi 
se ides for ie ee ee ego ace ceived by employees until after zonal river craft. Between Oct. 31 

ge ropert taken from its Jan. 1. At present, employees are and Nov. 8, 54 of the 92 bizona 
fs Preerarran x paid every four weeks. vessels being held in the Soviet Zone 
rightful owners during the Nazi re- é si s oa 

: a This pay arrangement applies were given permission to return t 
gime for reasons of race, religion, ' i Aree Bi : JB 
; ; ; aes to all US civilian employees of Hamburg. “The Russians gave no ex. 
ideology, nationality or political op- : ‘ 7 7 3 Ree 

ad 7 em Military Government, according planation — either to bizonal rive 
position to National Socialism, The Been ; ne ~ 

Ee to the Civilian Payroll Section, authorities or to crews of the freed 
petitions should be filed with the : 7 acter ; toi al 

gs Office of the Personnel Officer, ships,” BICO transportation official: 
Zentralanmeldeamt (Central Filing § aA 

i OMGUS. stated. Thirty-three of the release 
Agency), Bad Nauheim, Germany, on Ni sated hi ti ad to Haabe ms 
or before Dec. 31, 1948, or the Any EUCO. Sela ships re ~ a ; nee : aa 

claims will be barred under Law 59, | {und agency also may aaa tke | wets originality destitealiaaan 
Claims filed with any other office or the two-weelkpay plan if ihe Mei pa Y oe aa ecu 
agency will not be valid or re- director of the agency wishes to er ships, ae we ile aw 

* do so. Allied, neutral, German Hamburg from Berlin five months ago 
cognized under Law 59, . * 2 a " aa 

. and other indigenous employees were still loaded with miscellaaa F 

ECA-aid to Bizone—ECA aid ap- of the Army in EUCOM will con- cargoes. i i 

proved for the Bizone jumped to a tinue to be paid once monthly. Grain-Collections—At the Novembel 
total of $237,068,000 following re- The federal employees pay act meeting of the Bipartite Board with 
ceipt of additional aid authorizations of 1945 prescribed a biweekly the German bizonal officials, the Us 
totaling $35,000,000 during late Oc- basis for paying federal workers, Military Governor drew attention t 
tober and early November. New but EUCOM officials received an the serious position regarding food 
deliveries of ECA goods in the Bi- exception, permitting salaries to collections, He pointed out that grain 

zone since Oct. 20 included more than be paid on a four-week plan yield this year was 132 percent as 

$4,000,000 worth of meat, more than during a period of adjustment and compared with last year's, but p 

$4,500,000 worth of grains and training. the end of October, collections wer 
another $4,500,000 worth of fruits only 88 percent, In reply, Dr. Han! 
and vegetables. During the same Schlange-Schoeningen, director of th 

period new contracts and commit- mas gift donations for needy Germans bizonal Food, Agriculture and ‘Fe 

ments totaled $50,500,000 including in Berlin has been named by EUCOM _ estry Department, explained that - 

$12,400,000 for cotton, $8,373,000 for Headquarters as “Operation Noel. farmers had been so busy getting 

grains, $12,188,000 for peanuts, The donations are being assembled at their large root crops that the thres 

$2,000,000 for freight cars, $1,709,000 Giessen and will be shipped on space _ ing of grain had been delayed. 
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Training for Production 
q 

by Don L. Snyder 
Manpower Group 
Bipartite Control Office 

F INDUSTRIAL production is to be by certain shortages of skilled labor, obtaining German reactions. It was 
I restored in Western Europe during need for instructing new entrants to made clear that Military Government 
the present difficult postwar period it the labor market and re-training of was offering the basic training on‘a 
is essential to remove such element- workers in new skills. take it or leave it basis and that once 
ary obstacles to production as in- If supervisors use progressive in- the program inetd been launched it 
sufficient or poor training on the part structional technique important re- pours be carried out under German 
of the workers, unsatisfactory rela- ductions in training time can be  @uspices. : ' , 
tions between the workers and their effected. Through better on-the-job The response Was immediate and 

supervisors and poor work methods. training, employees will learn the job Committees for are of the states 
Those problems must be met and correctly the first time resulting in Were formed at Wiesbaden, Stutt- 

solved if German production is to Jess spoilage of materials and equip- gart and Munich to select _Tep- 

compete in world markets and fulfill ment. Industrial management in the ‘esentatives to attend the training 
its role within the European Recovery United States has always looked with cours. and to sponsor the pro- 
Program. Facing up to these diffi- favor on these programs as they re- gtam in the state. an unexpected 
culties, organized labor, industrial sult in increased production, decreas- by-product of the meetings with the 
management and governmental au- eq training time, better utilization of Germans was the response of the 
thorities in the Bizone have found a manpower, materials and equipment. state OMG officials who sat in. In 
common interest in a_ specialized They also insure improved manage- Stuttgart, Mr. Edwin Beal, manpower 
training program sponsored during ment and labor relationships because adviser of OMG Wuerttemberg-Baden, 
the past three months by Military of the greater consideration given to asked why the training wasn't 
Government. the worker as an individual. being offered to MG _ personnel 
The program began with an Institute and OMGB officials in Munich 

in Employee Instruction Training con- Wotgea teats oe re demanded that it be made available 
ducted at Oberursel near Frankfurt. et: , and immediately made arrangements ‘ : mental authorities to the program has ATER, On-the-job training and personnel ad- i i for facilities in Brechtesgaden where foe + been amazing. Before conducting the ERA ministration are generally more ad- institute Mr, McCarthy and a repre- the training could be conducted, 
vanced in the United States than in f Mr, McCarthy agreed to give an : 4 sentative of Manpower Group, BICO, Germany; therefore, the services of spent two weeks in the US Zone iptensive one-week course for 

ee John as mccarthy, See ae meeting with representatives of the Americans after completing the sonnel director of Gimbel Brothers in trade unions, industrial management, tW0-week institute for German per- New York City, Were requested for) 2 al aeiciahor saad education min- Sonnel at Oberursel, and invitations 
Be recmonin Dea econ ou ce te istries in each state explaining the were dispatched to the OMG's, institute and inaugurate the program purpose of the training program and EUCOM Headquarters and the Eu. 
in the US Zone. 

ih COURSE given at Oberursel ios Se EEE es 

by the US War Manpower Com- SO ce = :  iii@Q3. mission during the war to train super- _ 7 . Cs |. / _ Visors in the three abilities all super- _ | ee ci i é- i = — 
Sonnel relations problems, skill in = = : FI ~~ | Sse : _ 
improving jobs and skill in instruct- | i A _ oe on ‘ng workers. The institute conducted — — by Mr. McCarthy has been confined to a : fe a _ Employee Instruction Training to ee . — < Sj a y aswer the immediate problem caused ee oo ,. . ‘ 4 ™ : P a eee sd = 
Mr. McCarthy conducts a class at the r= ae - i= . -. : L Oberursel school as Rolf Schirm rr US - oF _ 

| "dining program, watches. (DENA-bila) os _  r—™™,—C“C SC“‘éié‘e QD Es _
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ropean Exchange Service to send US backgrounds as industrial manage- o 3 _. og oe iy 

representatives. ment, trade unions, US Military in- a , > — Ae 
. + . 3 oA : 

HE TWO-WEEK course at Ober- pee bons 276s and the Germangoy ia a ee 
i emment, But where they were pre- ge ae 

ursel proved a successful experi- , 2 ee nS 
. " pared to resist they found that there es 

ment and had many interesting side- ‘ _ ee er , 
. . was nothing to resist. Instead of | 33, _ 

ligths. It was conducted in a large ; ae > De a 
sesidentde’ converted. int hoo bi being propagandized they met com- ce ES 

He ie F Ee 
into a school by plete frankness. Instead of being s ee 

the Hesse trade union movement 5 Hak neti oe 
. lectured they were treated with easy ieee. ee 

where as many as 50 union members; * — Py 
ie i informality and soon they found they ~~ = 8 eg 

can be housed and fed while taking Sminati : . . 4 ee 
ii 7 . were participating, talking, listening ee . . 

short training courses in trade union i 5 4 — ; 
leadership. Although the Empl, to the other fellow and _ thinking : S : So 

fe prep: T noug! the Employee things out for themselves. One Mil- oe SS _ 

instruction Famng course: ‘was not itary Government representative of _. Fe a 
essentially a trade union matter, the soy, years’ experience said it was the g _ 

Hesse trade unions made the school most amazing demonstration he had AAA gl 
availab 6 to Miltary Government and seen of democracy in action since his lr _ 7 
assigned three trade union members coming to Germany. : = 7 , 

to attend, including the _ training — 

leader of the school itself. A total of AY IT was at that point that the ' 
33 persons attented, of which 15 rep- surprise package was delivered, Mr. McCarthy is congratulated on his 

resented industry, labor and the so to speak, to Military Government Work by Fritz Kupschke, trade union 

labor and education ministries, The which had sponsored the program for representative from Bavaria. 

remaining 18 persons were sent by the Germans. It was originally viewed 

the European Exchange Service which as primarily a practical system of applied daily by the supervisor in his 
had been invited originally to send training first-line supervisors in per- place of work. The course in Em- 
three persons but had urged Mr. sonnel relations whith the end ob- ployee Instruction Training gives a 
McCarthy to accept 18 Germans from jective of getting more and better four-steps method on “How to Instruct” 

PX and warehouse installations production. But the major appeal that and has as its basic principle the 

throughout the zone. the course had for the participating statement that “If the worker hasn't 

On the opening day the skepticism Germans, particulary the trade union en ae eeu aa ie Ze 
of the students was clearly apparent. representatives, was the conception en ae S ae a a “a : 

They felt, as Mr, McCarthy put it, of the worker as an individual and some 2 ivi ee aa gr oe 

that “they were to be sold another as a human being. Now Military Gov- particular job, A Car! 1a 

hot-shot American idea” and they came ernment Le ss sponsoring a out that the supervisor ae a 

prepared to resist. In addition, there program at would not only ruta arial placed the individual em eo 

was cleavage within the group, com- Production but, at the same: time, in- job in the first place. 

ing as they did from such different troduces a practical, working concept The other two courses in super 
of democracy into German industry visory training—personnel relations 

. ‘ ee kind of industriel democracy— and job improvement—are to be given 

: which had not existed before, at later dates once the first course is 
As one student stated, “We have well established and underway. These 

learned more about democracy in courses are also patterned on simple 

: wm these two weeks than from all the four step methods and are just as 

i | s preaching of the past three years. interesting, if not more so, than the i 
‘ s This is tangible and practical and we course in “How to Instruct.” ip : 

i oC. S can get our teeth into it. And, best of Bi 
i) eth ys. |. all, it can be spread rapidly to many Po the erute Bs 

. £3 eh ene people.” stitute, a week's appreciation of 

Ken if fi a ae all three courses was conducted at 
eh fue OE ae ges ESSENTIAL feature of the Berchtesgaden for US personnel and 

ad we J I | re a) Paes wie program is its simplicity. The 4 representative of CCG Staff Colleg® 
oo cS) oe ee. Maes = courses have so organized the know- jn the British Zone of the Bizone. On ' 

ne as ‘ Pe Oy can hee et a % ; a‘ A ¥ : 

. . oa Ei eee = ledge that it is presented in completion of the appreciation talks, 
<< “ é og ae es a. simple, logical steps which can be the group drafted a letter © 

oe q alta | 1 . i a the US Military Governor recom= 
‘ ae ae ee a ‘ is aye nment 

—— i "View of the State Trade-Union School, mending that Military, Gove! mae 

Co PE ee ea Oberursel, where the Institute in and EUCOM give full sul a 

oo ww } | i > ee, Employee Instruction Training was to the program so that it 7caR as 
ge Seet ae ie held, (Continued on page *7 
i. | | | 8 ae — 
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‘| 7 by Dr. Harry L. Franklin 
f f Chief, Civil Administration 

. and Political Affairs Branch 
OMG Berlin Sector 

ARELY in Berlin's entire politi safeguards. The average Berliner has Oct. 25 that in any borough where 
R cal history have city elections seen the former system in actual polling is not permitted on Dec. 5 the 

been fraught with such political practice just inside the Iron Curtain assemblymen elected from _ that 

significance as the forthcoming muni- and he wants no traffic with it, judg- borough in 1946 would be held over 

cipal vote scheduled for Sunday, Dec. ing from all indications. in office until an election there is 
§, On that date a new City Assembly, According to Article 4 of the Tem- _ possible, In actual practice this means 

(legislative body) is to be chosen by porary Constitution of Berlin (adopt- that the three western sectors will 

popular vote and the Assembly in turn eq in mid-1946), the City Assembly elect 98 assemblymen while the pre- 

is to elect a new Magistrat (execut- of 130 members is elected for a sent 32 from the Soviet Sector will 

ive body) headed by a mayor. period of two years. The present — be held over. 

The East-West “cold war" conflict Assembly took office in mid-Novem- ULL PREPARATIONS have been 
has been focused on Berlin since the per 1946 following the elections of F completed for the Dec. 5 elec- 
beginning on June 23 of the Soviet Oct. 20, 1946, Consequently, the elect- tions, Some 1,450 polling booths will 
blockade of the three western sectors _jons this year were originally set for be open on that date and more than . 
with a population of approximately Nov, 14, but due to a technical over- 10,000 election officials (specially 
2,200,000. It is only in these three sight, had to be postponed until designated for that purpose) will be 
sectors — US, British and French — eg, 5, on hand to insure the free, orderly 
that participation in the scheduled It was anticipated several weeks conduct of the polling, according to 
election will be possible because the ago that the Soviet Military Admini- present plans. 

Soviets have either indirectly or di- stration (SMA) would not permit elec- German citizens 20 years of age rectly through their sponsored Socia-  tigng this year in the Soviet Sector who have been residents of Berlin for list Unity Party (SED) excluded the  pecause of the certainty thatitsspon- at least six months are entitled to 
Soviet Sector (about 1,200,000 popula- —goreq party, the SED, would receive vote, with certain exceptions under 
tion) from participation, a crushing defeat at the polls. There-  denazification and other judicial pro- ‘ 

To the average Berliner, the issues fore the City Assembly resolved on visions. Voting for members of the 
in the forthcoming election are ex- 

tremely clear, in contrast with many 

blockade imposed in peacetime against Css —r—“‘a‘OOONOOOOiiiiisiSS ae Cs 

teracted by the surprising technical | 9 98 |g Se | Bm performance of US-British airlift, has | ME See 
acted as a solvent in clarifying the a — _ . . |. oe. . ee 
election issues. oe ll errr — rs 

aus TIME it is simply the choice — ct ee - 
Posed political systems on ways of am . a A ” — — ~~ 

system imposed by a foreign power | | oe . _. = . 8 
in the form of a police state in which . os “og - — : _. 
None of the basic civil rights as ff |. .—s—ds Cl a _ 2 
known in most western world aay : 

Countries obtain, and on the other, i . —_ — : : the system of political liberty where - Pet - a 
freedom of the individual, press and ee : _. _ _ . _ : 
teligion prevails under constitutional . - rh | _ _ _ . = 

the wall of the town hall at Steglitz, ee ay rr , | borough in the US Sector. (US Army photo) mo . aoe 3 ,. _ “ vi) 

— = : . _ |



City Assembly is by general, direct anti-marxian; advocates a federal form and any other measures the SMA 

and secret ballot on the principle of | of national government; is a middle may take in conflict with vital German | 

proportional representation. Members class party and maintains strong ties _interests. 

of the City Assembly must be at least with both Catholic and Protestant The SED has never protested against 

25 years old and German citizens. (Lutheran) groups. concentration camps established ip 

In addition to the City Assembly, The LDP stands for private enter- the Soviet Zone; forced labor in the 

new borough assemblies will also be prise and the separation of church Saxonia mines, or body-snatching 
chosen (by separate ballot) on Dec. 5 and state; it, too, is a middle class (Menschenraub) sometimes attempieg 

in each of the 12 city boroughs party, but does not seem to have a_ or even accomplished in the western 

(Verwaltungsbezirke) comprising the wide appeal here. | sectors on Soviet orders. But the SED 

three western sectors, which in turn The Berlin parties correspond in a is very vocal in charging the existence 

will chose nine members of each general way with parties of the same _ of terrorism", neo-fascism, militarism, 

district administrative office (Bezirks- or similar names in the western zo- ‘‘monopoly capitalism", colonial ex- 

amt), headed by a borough president nes. The SED here, however, is the  ploitation, and so on in the western 

(Buergermeister) as chief executive equivalent of the German Communist sectors and in the western zones. All 

officer of the borough. Voting qualifi- Party (KPD) in the West. this is notorious to the average Ber- 

cations for the borough assemblies As to the SED, although theoretically liner and explains the low level of 

and the City Assembly are the same. a revolutionary Marxian Socialist esteem to which the SED has sunk 

Ballots are cast only for a political party, it is, strictly speaking not a in the past few months. 

party and not for individual candi- genuine German party, but rather a MONG the political leaders of 

. dates. Hence the Berlin voter cannot  quisling-like political organization A Berlin who figure prominently in 

split his ballot. Four weeks before established and designed to further the present election campaign may 

elections day, the political parties be mentioned, by party: 

must submit their list of candidates to Dr. Franklin is now partici- SPD: Franz Neumann (party chair- 

the appropriate election officials for pating in his second occupation man), City Councillor Ernst Reuter 

publication and are permitted to list duty in Germany, For three (elected city mayor in 1947 but vetoed 
up to 125 percent of the seats to be years after the first World War, by the Soviets) and Dr. Otto Suhr 
filled in the city and district assem- he was on the staff of the Com- (chairman of the City Assembly). 

blies. Separate ballots are used by manding General of the US occu- CDU: Dr. Walther Schreiber (chair- 
each voter for the city and for the pational forces along the Rhine. man), Dr. Kurt Landsberg (leader in 

district assemblies. After the second World War, City Assembly), Jakob Kaiser and Dr. 
Each political party is assigned a he came to Berlin in December Ferdinand Friedensburg (at present 

separate number on the ballot, pre- 1945 with OMGUS, later be- acting mayor). 

ceding the party name. This time (as coming deputy to Mr. Louis Glaser, LDP: C. H, Schwennicke (chairman) 
in 1946) the Social Democratic Party | cnief of the Civil Administration and Rudolf Markewitz (deputy chair- 
(SPD) is called List 1; the Christian eas . 

. ; and Political Affairs Branch, OMG man). 
Democratic Union (CDU), List 2; and Berlin Sector, and chief of the These political leaders have shown 
the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), branch when Mr. Glaser returned outstanding courage since the begin- 

wist 4. List 3 has been left unassigned | 4 the United States in September. | ning of the Soviet-imposed blockade 
just in case the SMA should change Dr. Franklin studied a the Uni- by speaking out plainly and force- 

its mind before Dec. 5 and permit the versities of Bonn, Heidelberg, fully in line with the general attitude 
SED to participate in the elections. Berlin and Leipzig, receiving his of the Berlin population. | . 

LTHOUGH as previously pointed doctor of philosophy degree from Until recently the co-chairmen 0 

A out, the various party programs the last. He was also American the Berlin SED were Karl Litke (former 
are of secondary importance in the consul in Berlin and Leipzig for SPD member) and Hermann Matern. 
forthcoming election—the issue is five years, and served for 10 years They have been replaced by ae 

preponderantly East versus West, or as an economist with various Jendretzky, formerly chairman of i r 
totalitarianism versus democracy— a US Government departments in FDGB in the Soviet Zone, in Orde 
brief word on each party may be in Washington, specializing in the to salvage whatever possible from 

order. German problem. His home is in the deteriorating SED. Jendretzky 1S 

The SPD stands for evolutionary Lexington, Ky. known in Communist circles as - 

socialism by democratic means (the “mass influencer”. His chief rere . 

ballot) involving socialization of key the aims and purposes of the Soviet the present campaign 18 to i ihe 

industries and centralized government; Union in Berlin and elsewhere in gandize against participation } 

it has strong trade union affiliations Germany. The SED supports the So- Dec. 5 elections. 

_ and is clearly a working class party. _viet-imposed blockade of Berlin, Soviet [* RESPONSE to a request a week 
The CDU may be considered as removals from currrent production in earlier, the three western sector 

moderately conservative and strongly _ violation of the Potsdam agreement, commandants on Oct. 5 approved the 
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Current Political Posters in Berlin: (left) Social Demo- Freedom. List 2 the Union. (right) Liberal Democratic 

cratic Party, translated: It's Plain, Folks! Berlin remains Party, translated: SOS, Cleanliness, Orderliness, Objec- 
Berlin, and vote List 1, Social Democrats, (center) _ tivity...Save Berlin... vote LDP List 4. 
Christian Democratic Union, translated: Peace and (reproduced from MG-published Die Neue Zeitung) 

Election Regulations (Wahlordnung) representing the wishes of the Berlin department heads (city councilors 

and the holding of Berlin elections as citizenry, were rehashed. With scant chosen by the City Assembly, except 

proposed by the City Assembly and regard for logic or the actual facts, in case of the police president) in 

the Magistrat. Maj. Gen. A. G, Ko- Colonel Yelizarov proceeded to charge _ violation of quadripartite agreement. 

tikov, the Soviet Sector commandant, in his letter that “Consequently, the The departments mentioned have had 

waited until Oct. 20 to reply in a majority of the leading officials of to establish main offices in the three 

letter to Dr. Friedensburg in which he the present Magistrat who agreed to western sectors in order to carry on 

made fantastic charges of terrorism, your letter is against democratic and their work, 

political and trade union persecution, uniform elections in Berlin.” SMA action in recent months to 

and fascist war propaganda in the INCE early this year the Soviet- hamper, and harass the city’s Ma- 
three western sectors. Kotikov further S sponsored SED, the SMA overt gistrat is notorious. Nevertheless, the 

said he considered elections necessary organ Taegliche Rundschau, and the most recent Propaganda line of the 

in the near future but attached  goviet-licensed press in general have ae - oe Bisse ie: 
ig : ah ; if “Berlin Is ithout a Magistrat’’ and _ such impossible conditions to Soviet repeated in phonograph-record fashion se 1g -ROLAGUR RIS tat eh Beto 

| approval that his ostensible consent the claim that the present Magistrat i ee ne Dae. 5 elect Te ‘Or 

| pcs 2 definite (No chosen two years ago by the City SA, oat tel is doeallas 
Dr. Friedensburg replied to General —_ Assembly elected on Oct. 20, 1946, no er ti BL ie lead q a i a 

Kotikov on Nov. 1 in a long letter longer represented the will of the ae oF acdsee Eee oe 
in which he completely refuted point people of Berlin. If the SMA really {4 function as the Magistrat a the 
by point the false charges made about believes this charge is true it should Soviet Sector 

| Eton in the ‘western sectors, Dr. welcome a city-wide election so that The SED finally came out in the 

tiedensburg wrote: “Your letter the Berlin electorate could properly open and declared its refusal to 

| allows no other conclusion except express its wishes at the polls. In- participate in the forthcoming election 
| that the new elections scheduled by formed observers, however, estimate through a public address to SED party 

the municipal bodies forDec.5 cannot that the SED today would probably functionaries by Jendretzky, its new 
be held in the Soviet-occupied east poll not more than five percent of the chairman, published on Nov. 13 in the 
Sector of Berlin.” total votes cast, as compared with  Tqegliche Rundschau and in other 

To this, General Kotikov replied on almost 20 percent in the 1946 elections. —_govjet-licensed newspapers. Jen- 

! ov 14 through his deputy, Colonel The Berlin voter knows that since  qretzky declared in his statement 
Yelizarov, in a letter addressed to Dr. the end of July this year, action by the that “in common with the majority 
Friedensburg in which the months’ old — SMA has resulted in splitting several of the American people and the forces 

charges of a reactionary Magistrat departments of the Magistrat, notably fo, peace of the whole world we 
_ %Ppressing the democratic forces, bent thosé for food, police, public utilities expect the immediate recall of (Ge- 
_ % splitting the city, and no longer and economics by “discharging” the (Continued on page 28) 
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5 io 
jag versity it is sufficient for him to se- course use the building as a TB 

cure an exit permit. (OMGWB) hospital. The surest way to cony ince : 

Y * : * the officials of the importance 9 
Have any arrangements been made How does a student or a teacher isolating TB cases is for the P blic 
whereby individual German importers secure an exit permit for travel or to express clearly its opinion on { he 
who do not wish to charter entire study in a European country? matter. (OMGWB) (See article 
vessels can book freight space for He should bring an official in- “White Plague” in Information Bulletin, 
small individual shipments? vitation or statement of admission No. 139, July 13, 1948) i 

JEIA Instruction No. 25 enables to the Cultural Exchange Office of * x ~ a 
German shipping agents to book state OMG. Here he will receive the Js not there a danger of too much 
freight space in foreign vessels necessary forms for securing an exit education for ordinary boys and girls? 
operating on “liner services.” (JEIA) permit together with the letter of The answer is an unequivocal 

* * Ea sponsorship for such travel. (OMGWB) “No!” Boys and girls and men and 
Is it correct that tourists can now * * * women in this modern age cannot 
enter Bizonal Germany freely from A German garage owner wants to have too much education of the right 
the United States and other countries? know the policy on the sale of second- kind. They should have at least nine 
The Combined Board will grant hand cars to occupation personnel. and if possible 12 years of full- me 

military entry permits to bona-fide EUCOM Circular No. 140 orginally education. Mostly this would be 
tourists on condition that they possess Stated that Americain personnel may general education for the duties of 

prepaid reservations at a Joint Export ot purchase motor vehicles from Citizenship, the proper use of leisure 
Import Agency hotel in the US Zone. German owners. This circular was time, intelligent home membership, 
The entry permits is valid for the later amended to permit Americans and a general effectiveness in neigh- 
period covered by the reservation, in Germany to purchase vehicles from borhood and community activities, 
plus the necessary travel time to the feeb bagee ee a license (OMGWB) e ¢ ¥ Sa 
tourist's destination. Each military Was obtained from JEIA. This regu- : : 
permit will be endorsed with ne lation, as amended, is still in effect, Since paper has been decontrolled, i 
words “Tourist—no facilities." This However, JEIA will only approve 45 somewhat easier to get supplies, 
means that the Army will not provide licenses for the purchase of new ut there is sul a shortages ‘a 
living accommodations, and that the German cars, and will not approve Prospects any brighter on this? ae 
traveler will necessarily have to use applications for the purchase of Every country has a paper short: 

*  JEIA accommodations. This concession Second-hand cars. When buying’a age today. The world producheaaa 
does not apply to the British Zone new German automobile, the pur- never been higher, but it still co 
for the time being. (JEIA) chaser pays the price in dollars to the keep up with the demand. In Ger 

o - Joint Export Import Agency and JEIA many, most of she mills are Soa 

Under that conditions is it possible P°¥* Leese ep one eae neon ee oy bee a a 
fare Glemanial ani Go wtannin the Deutsche marks to the seller. The limiting factor is raw material. oo 
Galea Sintec? conversion rate is 30 cents for each ever, JEIA has purdiese ae TE 

Bas mark. (JEIA) tities of pulp and, in addition, has just 
At present it is necessary for the * * * received authorization from the: Ea 

student to be sponsored by some Since tuberculosis is such a great nomic Cooperation Administration 
recognized educational institution in 4) 691 to our (German) common purchase additional amounts of pu 

the United States in order for him  heaith, why are isolation facilities not and newsprint under the ‘Marsh 
to secure a visitor's visa. Such spon- provided? Plan. This should permit ine eas 

pon pemue ta ngludey the coe mt It must be realized that health Circulation of German newspap' 
mifon, ssubsistance, and Gonboranon authorities in their attempt to secure and magazines. (JEIA) a : 
to; and . from ae paige See buildings and equipment for TB * * * i‘ 
(OMe Ne) Wages ic i otadene Bey isolation hospitals are in competition What agency determines the inl ern 
change” on page 9) with all others needing such facilities. price of German goods and ™ 

* - The decision is a matter of relative materials in the Bizonal Area? 

Is it necessary for a German student jmportance. If public officials are The Bipartite Board has given 
fo be sponsored in order to study in convinced that the fight against TB  Bizonal Economic Council and ‘oun 
European countries? is of greater importance than the of States the autority to enact PI ; 

Such a form of sponsorship is not many other uses to which any given legislation, subject to the approv@! 
necessary to study in European uni- building may be put they will of the Bipartite Board. (OMGWB) ~ 
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Student Exchange + rank. sone 
i - Chief, Cultural Exchange Section 

Education & Cultural Relations Div., OMGUS 

T'S A WONDERFUL campus, and of State, Army and Navy in Washing- It was nearly a year before the first 

I all the professors and students are ton, Military Government inGermany, student went to the United States 
as nice as possible. It's one thing that and German leaders in education, under the exchange program. Students 

strikes you as a European student: religion and related fields. and cultural leaders had previously 

the personal interest each person and r been going to other European coun- 
especially the professors take in you... AS EARLY as the summer of 1946, tries. No US government funds had 
“Yesterday I visited a junior high the State-War-Navy Caste Ne been appropriated for American ex- 

school from 9 to 3 and attended img Committee began formulating changes. Thus the only chance for 

classes... I had a long talk with Dr. policy for cultural exchange between student exchange to ee United States 

B. the principal, and the faculty coun- Germany and the United States, pad was through sponsorship by private ; 

selor. Again I was impressed by the 02 Oct. 24, 1946 this policy ‘to permit organizations or individuals. 

personal interest the school and the and encourage the revival of visits of Any person wishing to invite a 
teachers are taking in their children, Germans to the United States, and of German student or cultural leader to 
I wish we would learn this in Ger- Persons from the United States to the UnitedStates had to work through 
many, that the human being is first, Germany” was published as SWNCC a recognized organization which in 
the individual, not the state... 269/8. These persons were to “be turn had to take over the responsi- 

“Last Sunday I was at the National essentially concerned with educational, bility for his entire expenses from: lhe 

Art Gallery and there was a Mozart religious, scientific, informational and moment he left Germany until he 

concert, Of course I was impressed cultural affairs and... interested in returned, The offer had to be made to 

by the beautiful building and the hall the reorientation of the German people nS Departments of Army and State, 

where the concert was held, but also '©ward peace and democracy.” wee gee See ae coeoes 
that the American people were sitting The provisions set up in this paper backing and security. Then the BEC 
there half an hour waiting for the have been extended to include ex- aC gece to Military 
beginning of the concert. That's what change between Germany and coun- z 

I will tell the members of my Youth tries other than the United States, 7S FIRST such project, received : 

Center. The German youth think that modified to permit a certain number in July 1947, was tumer over to 

the Americans are not interested in of foreign students in Germany to be the Education & Religious Affairs 
classical music." admitted to study at German univer- Branch, IA&C Division. In that branch 
Thus writes a German student, one sities, and finally revised by the an Interchange-of-Persons Section, 

of 172 now studying on an American decision of the State Department to consisting of one officer and his secre- 

campus. Student exchange is the cul- return during the past summer to the _ tary, was opened in August 1947, and 

mination of months of work and more __ prewar regulations for the issuance of the work of processing the first 

than two years of planning involving visas. The basic policy which it for- students began. In March the E&RA 
the cooperation of American citizens mulated, however, has remained un- Branch was included in the new Edu- 

and organizations, the Departments altered. cation and Cultural Relations Division, 

[he re t.DhLUmUm™hmlté<it~wmeW™~C SGC SS rtC‘(‘<“COrtsSC~t;«*s«sSNWONUSCSCisi‘éCKRCTCi‘i‘CS 

| a 7s | €@- Bites (ah. 

fee oS : (eg €c€ \ _ 
Co ee A ; - — ©. oo 

| Some of German Students in United States—(left to right) University of California; Vera Millington-Herrmann from 
Renate Penner from British Zone, studying literature and Berlin, studying educational psychology at University of 

history at Tabor College, Hillboro, Kan.; Albert Gallé Minnesota; Roland von Rebay, studying architecture at 
ftom French Zone, studying theology at Messiah Bible Frank Lloyd Wright School, New York. 

College; Eva Cassirer from Berlin, studying liberal arts at (photos from E & CRD, OMGUS) 
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and the Interchange-of-Persons Sec- have the duty of screening all can- sons, 72 of whom were students, In 

tion became the Cultural Exchange  didates for study in the United States early October, 45 persons, including 

Branch (now Cultural Exchange Sec- and of making recommendations on 43 students, departed. It was planneg 
tion, Cultural Affairs Branch). them. Not only scholastic records are not to send any more students until - 

The new branch was further in- Considered but also general person- January. 

creased and corresponding reorganiza- ality and appearance, promis of Cumulative statistics concerning 
tions were carried out in the German leadership, adaptability, political re- applications through Oct. 20 are as 
states until there are at the present cord, and open-mindedness. Members follows: 
time four professional workers_ in of these committees are educators and Opened Completed Closed Pending 
OMGUS and separate state OMG other cultural leaders in their com- Students 261 172 20 69 

offices concerned solely with the ex- munity who are known and trusted headers aos nes » 21 
change of persons, plus additional per- 0t only by Military Government but Fotal * *° 
sonnel in charge of the exchange of also by their compatriots. “Opened” means that full scholar- 
materials. The German eye is naturally often ships have been offered. ‘Completed’ 

In the beginning the clearance of ™ore keen to detect a flaw in one of indicates those projects where can- 
a student meant little more than the tS own people than the eye of afor- didates have actually departed for the 
facilitation of his exit. He had to pass igmer and is surprisingly often more United States, and “closed”, those 
seven security checks to obtain his critical. Furthermore, a person chosen that have had to be abandoned for 

Military Exit Permit and Visitor's Viza. 224 approved by a German organ- = lack of scholastic or political approval. 

No one could be accepted who had ization is apt to be respected by “Leaders” is an elastic category in- 
been a Nazi Party member ora mem- Other Germans and tobe acceptedand ¢jyding any one who goes to attend 
ber of the German armed forces. This heeded upon his return. The function 4 conference, teach or lecture, confer, 
ruled out nearly every adult male. In f these committees is not that of A receive on-the-job training or carry 
those early days, the Interchange-of- Jubber stamp, and increasingly they yt planned observation—in short, all 
Persons Section was therefore con- ®!¢ being encouraged not only to types of activity in the cultural fields 
cerned largely with questions of Pass on those candidates named from except matriculated study. To date 
security rather than making a careful Other sources but also to selcet and i nger this category, 57 persons have 
check on whether or not prospective "ominate candidates on their own gone form the British Zone, 16 from 
students were highly intelligent 7eSponsibility. the US Zone, 19 from the French, 
leaders, re FIRST two Cerman students 22d two from the Russian. The pro- 

S THE PROGRAM expanded ef- left for the United States in Sep- anne n et, ome et Gane not 

A forts were begun to find and tember 1947. In October three more OMly the one put ali or MeTmany. 

assist the most carefully-selected Ger- departed. In November a Berlin artist Recovs groups have been the 

mans toward an exchange oppor- Went to the University of Louisville ‘most active in giving scholar- 
tunity. This was simply putting into 22d a professor from Hamburg began shins to German students: The Nation- 
practice the principle, so strong in his guest lectures at the University 4) Catholic Welfare Committee, the 
American thinking, that every person of Notre Dame. In December 1947 and = world. Council of Churches (Protes- 

is an individual and has the right to January 1948 only one application tant the Mennonites, the Quakers 

be treated as an individual. A young for each month was processed, and by anq the Church of Christ have each 
man who served in the army may the end of March not more than 15 given three to 21 scholarships, The 

now, unless he was a high officer or Persons had departed. During these [University of Kentucky and Michigan 

a member of certain units, be con- !me months 106 applications hadbeen state College have each given three 

sidered for exchange on the basis of | Presented, of which eight had been scholarships and others have been 

his past record. rejected because the candidates were offered by Mississippi, Minnesota, 

A boy or girl who had been taken SCholastically or politically unaccept- Washington State and Massachusetts 

into the Nazi Party from a Hitler able. | Institute of Technology. 

Youth group at the age of 18 may During last April, various changes A very large percentage of scholar- 
have a more difficult time than some Were made to simplify the process of iin. have, however, been given by 
of his fellows, but he too is considered clearing a German for exit, and 21 friends or relatives of a particular 

on the basis his record. Only four Persons departed for the UnitedStates. German student for that student. To 
former party members have been These included six specialists in radios orise to approve the designated can- 

accepted to date, two students who work under an initial Rockefeller didate meant not to make the open 

were nominal members and two edu- Foundation project. ing available for another student, bul 

cators who had been fully cleared PRNcratty for seasonal reasons ‘Simply to close it. 

through security investigation. only 24 persons departed in May Under the US budget for the fiscal 
In the late autumn of 1947 the first and June, and an additional 24 in year 1949-50 an appropriation was sel 

German state screening committees July. In August the total rose to 34. aside specifically for the sending of 

were set up, and now suchcommittees including 23 students; and in Septem- German students to the United States. 

have been formed in all states as well ber, the month when most universities It is intended to use this money al- 
as in Berlin Sector. These committees open, it leaped to record of 102 per- most entirely for transportation. This 
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a ae measures, two. campuses is a culmination of long Labor Courts’ Peak 
chartered planes flying from Frank- planning and hard work. In:a much $ ‘ 
furt to New York carried a total of larger sense it is only the beginning Raber, caurrs in the us fone: rect 
83 students, and on US Army troop of that culmination. It may be a coin- have been deluged with cases since 
transports approximately 40 boys were cidence that many men and women CUrIrency reform, reached a peak 
moved on a space available, no cost holding positions of influence in the postwar load in August when 6,600 
to the government, basis. Since man resent German society, working cases were filed. This was almost y Pp 
of these students were privately either directly or in spirit with the five times as many cases as were 
Sponsored they cannot be transported western democracies, were the ex- filed in June. 
in this way in the future. change students of the 1920's. 

The real fruits of the present pro- Previously the greatest monthly 
rom NOW ON assistance will be gram will be borne two and three rise had occurred in July when 5,520 

given _to privately-sponsored — gecades later, when the students now cases were added to the dockets as 
ees in gaining clearance, but there in classrooms and laboratories, study- compared with 1,420 in June. Most 
Fa be ne financial aid. Only can- ing and observing a way of life easier new cases involve claims of improper 
idates directly selected by the Ger- and freer and happier than they have wage payment, complaints of unjust _ Man screening committees and Mili- ever seen before, will be leaders in ah ‘ tary Government will be afforded ‘ see a efore, “LEND dismissal, or demands for full payment 

transportation. It is anticipated that Seen of wages . following . uncontested 
approximately 200 students selected termination of employment. 
on a hi iti i i New Party in Bremen A ighly competitive basis will be ew reny The most important case filed with ent to the United States in the fall A new party calling itself “Labor a labor court in the US Z th 

of 1949, Plans are already laid for Party” has been licensed in Bremen. ‘ tati : f D Sa SUL ee ay 
their Selection, and placement will be Its leader is Reinhold Boell, a member anlerpre Ho ae Petpet 
“arried out largely or entirely through of the executive committee of the legislation was decided Sept. 14, by 
Be Institute of International Edu- white collar workers trade union, The ‘he Hesse State Labor Court, As an 
Cation in New York. party occupies a position midway indirect result of the court ruling, 

It was said above that the presence between the Social Democratic and a Darmstadt plant would be required 
| £172 Germans students on American Communist parties. to pay its employees DM 350,000. 
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Personnel Changes New Direct be 
it Are Announced OMG Bremen Gets New Director rE 

Mr. James, E. King, Jr, formerly = __ se _ _ i 
secretary general, OMGUS, was =. — go be 
appointed deputy chief of staff, = _ . - _ P i ‘ 
OMGUS, Nuremberg. He joined Mil- ih. - ~~. a Hs 
itary Government in January, 1947  . ao. . Ok ; 

after a year with the Department of —_ _ _ 2] : _. | i 
State, Division of British Common-  . a _ | | ; 

A former Rhodes scholar at Ox- . * a Ley to 
ford University, Mr. King received 2 ‘ a 3 = | 

his AB Degree from Harvard Univer- a, : a f 
sity and was in instructor in govern- 7 oo é 
ment at Harvard from 1940-42. During a Ae ; 

the war, he served overseas with 3 es ay es 
the First Armored Division and the ; ro — f . S —— A 

appointed acting secretary general, “HRM 6 0 : oo ea ~ i” 

eet Mi sea at 
proton dias Served: ‘with vihe Oltice Captain Jeffs promoted to succeed Mr. Dunn 
of the Secretary General since E 
July- 1946. He became staff secretary Capt. Charles Roger Jeffs, USNavy, years in the position of port 

last January. became state director ofp OMGBremen representative and regional director~ 

Major G.L.C. Scott has been on Novy. 29, succeeding Mr. Thomas with the War Shipping Administration 

appointed to the dual positions of Fox Dunn who retired after two years (now US Maritime Commission), 

acting staff secretary of the Office as MG head of the smallest state in Captain Jeffs assumed his new re- 

of the Secretary General and acting the US Zone. Captain Jeffs had been  sponsibilities with the backing of 

US Secretary, Allied Secretariat. deputy director since March 6, 1947. 37 years of training and experience 

Major Scott served as_ special Mr. Dunn had brought to the task of with: the US Navy. On Aug, 10; 

assistant to the delegate, Bizonal directing the operation of the state 1945, he became commander of the 
Delegation to the OEEC in Paris, from whose is a vital part of the life line US Naval Advanced Base, Weser 

May 1948 until the present appoint- of the American zone of occupation, river, and later deputy commander of 
ment. Previously he was deputy US the accumulated experience of 23 US Naval Forces in Germany, $ 
secretary, Bipartite Secretariat. en 

Capt. Virgil W. Bond has been He entered the city with the Allied plete duties assigned to him in the 

appointed executive officer to the armies in 1945, after having served United States. 

secretary general, OMGUS in addition as a navigator with the RAF. Mr. John W. Tracy thas been 
to his duties as executive officer to Major P. A. Hutchinson, for the named airways engineer with the 

the chief of staff. Captain Bond be- past year deputy chief staff executive Civil Aviation Branch, Armed Forces 
came executive officer, Office of the of the Bipartite Transport Group, Division, OMGUS. Since October 

Chief of Staff, when he joined returned to the United States to take 1946, Mr. Tracy has served with the 

Muitary Government in 1946, up an appointment as instructor at Civil Aeronautics Administration at 
Mr. Paul P. Roudakoff was appoint- the University of Maryland. Helena, Mont. 

ed chief of the Liaison and Protocol Mr. Arthur Mayer, wartime con- Mr, Paul Goetz, of Brooklyn, N. Y., 

Section, OMGUS and chief of the sultant on films to the secretary of and Mr. George A. Wyeth, Jr, of 

Liaison and Protocol Section, US war, has been appointed chief of the Washington, D. C., have accepted po- 

Element, Allied Control Authority. Motion Picture Branch, Information — sitions as economists with the Office 

Mr. Roudakoff has served with the Services Division, OMGUS. Mr. of the Economics Adviser, OMGUS 

Liaison and Protocol Section since Mayer has been for many years a the Department of the Army announy 

1945 when he was appointed execu- leading figure in the American mo- ced in Washington. From 1946 to 
tive officer. tion picture field. March 1948, Mr. Goetz was senior 

Mr. John F, Golay has been ap- Mr. Eric Pommer, former head of research analyst and statistician with 

pointed acting deputy US secretary the Motion Picture Branch, is remain- | a New York securities and commod- 
of the Bipartite Secretariat. He has ing on duty with Military Govern-_ ities brokers firm, Since 1947, Mr. 

served with the Secretariat as an ment temporarily as adviser to the Wyeth has been special assistant 1 
assistant secretary since his return to ISD director, to assist in the solution the budget director of the Applied 
Berlin from the United States in July. of transition problems and to com- Physics Laboratory. 
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economic situation can develop 
| @ 

in a healthy manner 
| by General Sir Brian Robertson 

British Military Governor 

S A GENERAL comment on the mistake to adopt an attitude of concerned. Long term credits to 

A economic situation one may complacency. This economic recovery, finance genuine self-liquidating pro- 
say that all round improvement is is a plant of recent, andas yet tender, jects such as the development of the 

obvious. The production position is growth. Great care is needed to in- supply of power or the improvement 
showing a very satisfactory improve- sure that it shall develop into a_ of the housing situation, particularly 

ment and reprents now approxim- robust and enduring condition. Now in the Ruhr, are on the contrary 
ately 70 percent of the 1936 level of I said that currency reform was one eminently desirable. The Military 

production. The better coal production of the chief factors which has made Governors have given their approval 

in recent weeks is particularly grat- improvement possible. It follows to the plans put forward for the 

ifying. We have now reached a_ from this that if improvement is to establishment of a Reconstruction 
figure of 315,000 tons per day and be sustained the stability of the cur- Loan Bank, and I hope that the neces- 
improvement continues, rency and the confidence of the sary practical measures to set up 

I hope very much that all concern- people in the currency are of para- this important source of long and 
ed will insure that there is no mount importance. Be a ie ane ance 

slipping back during the holiday RICES have risen charply. That is with the minimum of delay. 

period. Of course nobody grudges the Pp something about which I will Apart from the credit situation I 
miners their Christmas holidays but speak again; for the moment I will @m also concerned about the budgets 
in previous years there has been a only. say that some price increases both of the central administration and 

} pling oe pee ee ee oa were justifield and inevitable. How- °F the States. The Military Governors 
Beognized : holidays, which is some- ever, we have a situation now in have recently approved the budget- 
thing Ce ought to be avoided. aN wholesalers and retailers are TY proposals put forward by the 

Steel ingot production is now at a tending to hold back their goods Economic Council. Although those 
tate of approximately 7,000,000 tons again in the hope of getting yet proposals forecast a balance between 

Per annum. Output of rolled products higher prices later on. To enable eceipts and expenditure, one cannot 

's Improving but not to the same thom to finance these hoarded stocks  ®V0id grave doubts as to whether the 
extent. These are the basic industries. receipts will in fact be collected. or 
There is also good progress in whether the expenditure has been 

ee air ail The supply of This article is an abridged text estimated in full. 
goods under the European Recovery i é 
Program has not yet made its im- debeclOo ieede Oe nie wa Pe Supoes anal level Wl 

pact felt but its goods are now press conference in Frankfurt on % oS States OLY Tie, Ae ae 
| beginning to come in, and a steady Nov. 17. In his introductory re- sion that deficits of dangerous aoe 

stream during the coming months is ue AT a tude must be expected unless are 

assured. Here. fai Frankfurt one ets ae are applied very quickly. I 

i believe that a number of state gov- 
pts SITUATION has _ resulted poses a better perp rey ea, ernments should be taking their 

' from several causes, of which certainly as regards what is going responsibilities in this respect more 
currency reform is the most striking. on in the wean zones. This is seriously than they are now. Surplus 

External aid already received and the foes of ape Bizenal Aas nf and unnecessary staffs must be cut 

Promised under ERP is another big Bent et ihe somata a down; tax receipts must be collected 
factor. The good harvest and excel- the seat of the Bipartite Board. with firmness; expenditure must be 

Bee et pelea Syed B Nvaane pruned. Dettelt public epending is re- 

under which we labored previously they seek credit from the banks, That sulung ie ia een, re wee 

Now assure an adequate ration to the is certainly not a good position and ey REE ca af ath uet eRe ME d on f “i an I should have liked to see it, 

gorker, ;and: his ;family, (And. finally” /Lfeel that credit is dbetng jgiven\ too): «5 ae i carat to exert, if it con- 
We must pay tribute to the workers freely and without proper discrimi- ti San plates i th 
themselves without whom noimprove- nation as to the purposes for which =" 7UCS: Ney on HeninmapSAL aba 
Ment would have been possible, it is used. aie 
While all this sounds very good it This is a time for a cautious credit Another aspect of the budgetary 

Would, I am sure, be a very great policy so far as short term loans are ~ position which troubles me is the 
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serious inequality between the var- always counted upon these equali- Jitary Governors addressed two letters 
rious states. Some states have a zation measures as a necessary cor- to the Economic Council. In the 
surplus of revenue over expenditure. rective and safeguard against infla- first they insisted that a firm and 
Others have the appearance of immi- tion. I know that the matter is comprehensive policy over the Whole 
nent bankrupitcy. This is not merely complicated, difficult and full of po- range of prices and wages must be 
due to extravagance on the part of litical controversy, but] am sure that adopted and they made some SPeCific 
those states who are in difficulties it is urgent and vital and I trust most proposals in this connection, | am 
but to the excessive burden of ex- sincerely that those who are respon- glad to see that a beginning hag been 
penditure which they carry in sible for taking these steps will take made toward putting these Proposals 
respect of certain matters which their courage in their hands and drive into effect. In their second letter they 
should be dealt with on a central them through. made it clear that the removal of 
basis. General Clay andI have | , | controls over essential foodstuffs 
already told the ministers president I STARTED by Pp ointing out the would not be permitted. 
that it is within their competence to great improvement m the ECono- _ 
propose how these inequalities should ™iC position and I have since drawn AS REGARDS the food situation, 
be mitigated by action on the part attention to a number of matters “* .today in Western Germany 

of the Economic Council. However, which are grounds for anxiety. The there is a reasonable ration of every- 
there has yet been no practical result fact is that the situation can be good, thing except meat; and because 
from our statement on this point. but if it is not handled properly it there is an abundant supply of 

I spoke about the tendency to hold can be very dangerous. Five months potatoes anybody who needs more 
back stocks. This is an ugly business ago shop window's were empty and food can increase his consumption 
and I feel very strongly that the pockets were full of worthless money; above the published level of the ration. 

‘Frankfurt administration should pay today we hear the complaint that the The meat supply is bad, and will get 

serious and urgent attention to it and shop windows are full but the | people worse, until some means of restor- make up their minds to deal with cannot afford to buy. Now it is not ing control are found. It is clearly 
this hoarding and profiteering. The to be expected that the standard of ridiculous to expect to be able to 
Economic. Council has not taken ad- living of the German people will control the distribution and the 
vantage of the powers of taxation suddenly rise to a level such as that price of meat when hides can be 
which we have giv en to it. I believe which they enjoyed before the war. sold for what they will fetch. | 
that it must do so without further That is not possible. Germany will There are signs that control is slip- 

delay both because it will need the have to be content with a much more ping from other products besides 

money and because further taxation modest Standard of living for a long meat, and it is on this account that 
in the right direction will be healthy. time to come. I wish to utter a plain warning. The 

On the other hand the present reasonable ration that jis available 
ANCTEER MATTER on which _ situation gives legitimate cause for today will only continue to be avail- 

General Clay and I have been dissatisfaction. One way to make it able if orderly distribution is main- 

pressing the Economic Council for possible for the people to buy is to tained. There is enough food in 

some time is that they should put increase their wages. We know very western Germany taking the products 

forward their proposals for the uni- well what result that is likely to of the German harvest together with 

fication of custons administration. produce — a giddy spiral of wages imports, to provide the ration with 

The position on the frontiers is very and prices with prices always on something to spare, and the respons- 

unsatisfactory in this respect. A good top. I am thankful to say that the ible Germans recognize this. 

deal of nonsense is going on and _ leaders of the great trade unions But whether the ration will be 

western Germany is losing money in have appreciated this and have realiz- provided throughout the winter and 

consequence. ed that a demand for higher wages next spring depends on German 

Finally, I must lay particular would be folly. | governments and administrations— 
emphasis on the urgent necessity for The other way to attack the and the present signs are not en- 

legislation to deal with the equali- problem is to stabilize prices. I am couraging. For example, grain col- 

zation of burdens. This is most im- not going to argue the case today  Jlections up to the middle of October 
portant as a social measure. The bur- for the rival merits of controls were only 87 percent of last years 

den of suffering due to the war and against a free economy. The Econo-- collections at the same time. This 15 

to things which have happened since mic Council has taken a decision to bad enough; but when it is realized 

the war has not fallen equally upon remove controls over a wide range that the gross grain harvest this yeal 
all parts of western Germany, nor of products, and one result has been is probably 33 percent more than last, 

has it fallen equally upon the var- to produce a widening of the gap and that the price of grains is about 

ious classes of the community. It is between wages and prices. It is 18 percent higher, then it becomes 
an obvious social necessity to rectify certain that it is not wise to allow clear that the drop in collections 3S 

these inequalities as far as possible the situation to get out of hand. serious indeed. 

and as quickly as possible. It is for that reason that the I hgpe that German governments 

But apart from the social aspect chairmen of the Control Office in and state administrations will succeed 

we, the Military Governors, have Frankfurt who represent their Mil- in their task of collecting food, and 
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distributing food in an orderly manne: 

in accordance with the needs of the oe 

populationy.. On Mondy (Nov. 15) : 3 
General Clay and I spoke in these 4 

terms to the representatives of the _ o 
Economic Council. I wish to repeat en 

this warning now. If effective action : - - t 

is not taken, it will be useless to cry we og e om vee 

for further imports. The $868,000,000 — 77M . | | es ne 
—a lot of money— set aside for food oS i eS &, oe 1 — . Pe ok 

imports for the Bizonal Area will yi ~ i | v Se _ 
have been spent and no more money 4 ¥ ae pS Fa : a 

will be forthcoming. me 9 fl si ee oe Po Ai: ‘ 

Howe: it is clear that the wo en = oo i ae ce 
food situation is only one aspect § : PAN ae ‘ oe 7 eC 

of over-all economic situation. The @  < Ce — u _ — a 

dangers which lie ahead can only be ot ee. 
arrested by wise action over the ee " oe . i Teen 
whole field. I hope that the two General Robertson as he addressed the American University Club of 

letters signed by the chairmen of Berlin earlter in the year. To his right is General Clay, US Military 

the Control Office will receive atten- Governor, and other member of the Bipartite Board (photo by PIO OMGUS) 

tion and that corrective action will | 3 
be taken before it is too late. the masses of the workers. Consult- of financial reform. We are also, we 

ation of that kind means the patient hope, in the process of passing from 

If there were any doubts about the anq persistent search for common an extremely low level of economy 
risks of the present situation they ground. to something more reasonable, and 
should be dispelled by the general , finally it is a most important period 

stoppage which took place on Nov. 12. i MEANS the establishment by the ~ o¢ transition in the political sphere. 
I regret very greatly that work trade unions and governments of 

stoppage. The loss of a full days’ suitable standing bodies to which Not long ago Military Government 

production is a very grave matter. either of the parties might refer took a direct hand jin the ‘manage: 
The effect on world opinion has been problems of mutual concern, Em- ment “OF HATES; Before iiveryeilogg 

unfortunate; I have good reason for ployers would, of course, have to be NOW there) wil Be ie (German 
saying so; Germany cannot afford equaly associated with the ma- government ;(in' existence. /.In- the 
strikes of this nature today. chinery. Its terms of reference would meanwhile the administration at 

I decisi need to be wide and it might be Frankfurt has a. difficult task to 
dud He aie We ea ee necessary to establish it at different handle the problems of the moment. 

page. On thé ‘othar hand I'am bound levels. We have been pressing ideas We have endeavored to make the 

to say that the workers and their of this kind upon the trade unions, Boon Oe Council as nearly, OBST 

feaders! have ‘got grounds for! dis? upon employers, and upon the govern- ative of political opinion in the 

satisfaction and I have already in- ments for some time. I hope that no Country a Pe ue " 
j . further time will be lost and that Course, quite have the prestige of an 

dicated as much, I can readily under- the three parties will draw closer lected and responsible government. 
stand their desire to be consulted togeth dd towards davini ‘ , eee 

about economic developments which ee a ice om a os _ Ley nee anelled ee Mae ot a 

affect their standard of living. But vabotni Quadation: for, mptray eelinc. te Beopomle Coun enould hee 

strike action to secure this consult- rium te Delanee al oy eee, ek 
ation is not the right policy. It is particularly important to take recognize its difficulties, I appreciate 

measures of this sort now because the good work which it has done, 

I should like to see the establish- — this is a difficult period of transition and I believe that it deserves the 
ment of means by which the trade for western Germany. Many adjust- support of Military Government and 

unions can be taken regularly and ents are necessary in relations of the German people in the combined 

systematically into consultation by between employers and employees, zones. 

German governmental authorities so between government and industry, However, it is clearly desirable to 
that there can never be any doubt and between government and labor. pass as quickly as possible out of 
that the trade union view is properly During the Naziregimealldemocratic this period of transition and to set 

expressed and thoroughly considered, relationships were destroyed and _ up a representative government with 

and this not only in respect of wages _ they have to be recreated. It is also the full prestige and authority neces- 

and working conditions, but in | a period of transition in the financial sary to grapple with the problems 

advance of any action by govern- and economic field. We have just which beset this country. That is why 

ments which may affect the lives of carried out a very drastic measure (Continued on page 22) 
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dee tal Gi ete, hs i. bike 

ee ee — a T . aeeanee® $ a / €~“me eB . ~~ em «COCientiic Harvest Sim a 

| L yl re program carried out in the Bi- the major bizonal crops—wheat, rye 
a fo - oo zonal Area by joint Allied-German and potatoes—has been an annual 

ee: o. rr agricultural field teams since the headache for MG agriculture officials 
bi N bab of — fe -. | beginning of the occupation has fore- In past years German agriculture 
| 2 5 cast this year's harvests of wheat, rye _ officials and Allied food teams haye 
oo _. oo oC 2 and late potatoes as comparable each submitted independent estimates 

Co . | =—=—___ favorably with the prewar yields in of harvest prospects. The Allied . ae - — the same area of Germany. Moreover, teams thought the German estimates 
-_ — *». B ____ because of the scientific methods were too low and the German offi- 

_ : used, the forecasts are more accurate _cials were underreporting crop yields, : _ - _ FF ie .. than the conflicting estimates re- The German officials, on the other 
i hoe ported in the past three years. hand, said the Allied figures were 

e 2 | —=—=—e : : re acreage planted with major crops, system for aaa at the Tespec- 
os ee = _avorable weather conditions and im- tive estimates it was difficult to 

| 7! [= ~~ teams and statisticians found that figure, somewhere between the two 
4 F ¢ __ a fe ie — the bizonal grain harvest should total ©xtremes was usually adopted in the : 2 4. at, — nearly 7,500,000 metric tons, close to end. 

eo : a . 2S S | the average of prewar years, and the The securing of accurate and . So . . £ Lo oe potato crop approximately 20,000,000 agreed harvest estimates is one of 

Be |428 prewar average." partite Food and Agriculture Group 
The new sampling method was during the summer months, since 

developed by the Bipartite Food, food imports for the Bizonal Area 
: Agriculture and Forestry Group, are based on what the Germans can 

Be 2 —— : ee === working in close conjunction with be expected, first, to produce for . 
— 2 © 7 2 -_ German bizonal and state food and themselves. After complete figures 

“4 an — agriculture authorities. Details of the are obtained on how much of each 
_ - Ya J CL project were originated by two US type of food the German economy 

 _ — | a Department of Agriculture crop report- can produce, the US/UK authorities 
_ _ . 4 — _ ee ing specialists, Mr, Paul L. Koenig make arrangements to import what- 
i 7 ta a ae and Mr, Walter A. Hendricks, who ever aditional foods are necessary 
a 7 |. . | came to Germany in May to develop to maintain the target food ration , 
ol a a q — 7 a uniform, objective method for check- for the combined zones, _.. " 4 4 a... ing crop yields and production with In developing plans for checking 

| _ | — German agriculture officials. The bizonal crop areas maximum inte 
| oe | ee — system as finally devised included * gration of Allied and German officials 
_ , | Ee oe some advanced techniques which had jn4. a common program has been 
Ve never before been applied to crop sought. A working party composed of 

oS : ee ae _ 4 checking. seven German state and bizonal rep~ 

: - resentatives first collaborated with 
: +  -. *) The Statistical Annex to the Military Mr, Koenig and Mr, Hendricks i 

: / eo ae sf te _. Siouciban an Haapalacooet a ihe "pleoal developing a land-use check ae 
ee gee " e ‘ 3 = = a Area for 1938, the following figures: Bread on modern scientific sampling te! 

. et oo : S ie . S a oan tan Manatee aes utdeae Bs ques, and later worked out together . 

Ss — ue nee in Lo o ss - Grain Sampling in Schleswig - Hol- Bi 
i all fae — : a  . stein—(top to bottom) Placing meter- Photographs by : 3 ee if dt at : v ._ oo square measure in field. Cutting grain 5 sett 

Pgs rah Pa ae trom measured area. Bagging heads Furnished by BIC 
fo , 4 % a a a : _ = of grain for laboratory tests. Threshing 
et pee eT i i



oS . — ~~ 

/ by Elise F. Hawtin oS 4, 
Bipartite Control Office Section bet: * ee : —— 

OMGUS PIO (Frankfurt) | | = — : es 2 es ee — ee oh ASS = 
ye, Winter wheat and late potatoes. results obtained did, however, showed i me 

HE FIRSTsofithigneeues tor Asano consistent trend on the part of _ : ——— 
T : German farmers to underreport the ~— == = : 

and crop checks took place in ; ee oe oe ao ; areas devoted to crops which were § = 8 8 8 
early June, when the Joint MNSPECHON jeuhject 40 compulsory delivery, and § 
teams began a bizonal-wide check on 4, Gveitepoit “the planted f ‘ : aie ; port the planted areas o . the use German farmers were making uncontrolled crops. A : 
of their land. As in every year in the oe 
past German farmers and officials E Reeidginatenus following the scien- f - 
submit data in May on how much tific sampling of the Bizone's oS a - oe 
jand is being planted with various planted areas, the joint teams began a -— _ 
types of crops. A post-check on the to check wheat and rye fields to de- | £ \\ = — 
accuracy of these Jand-utilization termine the actual yield per acre, The fy = | om, & | ¢ ff 
figures is essential, however, since it same statistical methods were again Lo ls i 6h 
provides Military Government with used. A large number of communities | | oe. J : — - a 
aclue as to how many acres of were selected by mathematical for = eg 
breadgrains have been planted, how mula, and two fields from each com- oo. — ff os So - r 
many of potatoes and how many of munity were picked. i io - : , SS : 
other crops. Farmers, ’ furthermore, From each field five one-square | i. =. — a SO i e 
found it profitable to forget to report meter (about 10.8 square foot) samples |, = yer —  .. 

acre of potatoes here, another of grain were cut, then threched and | 7 wee > - i 
there. These unreported potatoes usu- weighed in nearby laboratories, The ( —_ fa 3 

illy ended up on the black market moisture content of the grain was il '? p — s 
ot as food for pigs. recorded, together with complete data geagome Sed sia ci ae eich cities en 
The statistical sampling plan jointly on weight and composition. As a : 2 — oe S oe - se . +. 

teveloped called for taking a random double check, about 10 percent of the 98 |) 33) Bane? . — | 
simple of 100 communities from each fields from which samples were taken # oan i 
ofthe six bizonal states in which were completely cut, threshed and § ao — s ee ee 
‘sts were conducted. A random se- weighed and the results compared @ ae - = x 
ection of land parcels was drawn with estimates secured from the | ——rr”~—~—~—C—CCENn = 
fom each of these communities and  square-meter tests, In this way a cor- §  .  #§+-«i«.. - 
tctually checked for the exact area rective factor was obtained to cover ae oe § oe . ; tevoted to each type of crop. When losses normally occurring during . . eo ya —2 & 
tis sample was expanded to total threshing. i . oe - Pa Np . 

; . wo the figures submitted ally measuring the grain. This device, ee foe of em - 7 

a a any which overall open end closed. The grain heads ee — 
a sul matted or the Bizonal Area marked off in this measuring device, = ....4e 5 a ee 

be adjusted, were cut and placed in a bag, which 

This particular type of survey was was sent to a state agricultural re- 
A especially difficult due to the search institute for detailed analysis. ee s ._ 

wt that the original records and Use of this U-shaped instrument was 7 0 8 ),.,hClC—esesSsi“‘<‘RRNSRRR 
"ips of German land holdings had new in Germany, but it has been - - woe | "St in some cases, been revised or used before on an experimental basis ~~ f 7) — Y c 2 

TT nae 
Sample-Collections in Bizone—(top to — 2. fl 

ish, Inspectorate bottom) Inspecting sample field in — CC 3 2 Fs . - 
18 Bavaria. Collecting potatoes in Lower | Lg i Po a. fae se 

OMGUS (Frankfurt) Saxony. Digging potatoes in Wuert- i ae @ i . 
temberg-Baden. Weighing potatoes in i. AR LLU _ 

Schleswig-Holstein, CC 
Se Pee fe



in the United States, England and additional food stuffs into Westen Pecontrol of Property - 
her countries. = Germany. oo, 
The field work for estimating grain The 1947/48 agricultural plans called There are approximately 14,000 pro. ° 

yields began the first week in July. for a substantial increase in the perties under the control of Military | 
For six weeks field teams, made up planted acreage of major crops, Government, which are subject to re- . 
of one MG officer, one German agri- coupled with a drive to intensify the lease under the provision of the pre- 

culture official and representatives per-acre cultivation of these essential sent decontrol program. Many large 
from the state agriculture ministry, crops. How well did this plan succeed? corporations and business firms have 

the state statistical office and the ‘The scientific crop checks provide the taken advantage of the decontrol pro. 
local county administration each, answer, visions, while small holders have 
checked two or more communities Statistics compiled from data ga- Cither ignored the program or have 
daily. At the end of thesurvey period thered by the checking teams reveal Preferred to leave their property — 
they had checked samples of winter a significant increase in the area Under MG custody because the costs 
rye and wheat in more than 3,000 planted with major crops, place the ©! administration have been very 
bizonal fields, scattered throughout grain harvest at almost 7,500,000 tons, low. | 

six states. (Bremen and Hamburg and the potatocrop at about 20,000,000 To speed the decontrol process, a _ 
were not included in the checks.) tons. This record harvest was made directive has been sent to the state 
N° SOONER was the grain check possible by exceptionally favorable aba authorizing the charg- 

completed in mid-August than weather conditions, a vastly improved mg on ees . he ine cost of ad- 
the teams began to check the harvest fertilizer supply and the hard work aoe te ny me - rh state 

yield of the late potato crop. This, of the German farmer, ae ¥ contro” agencies: us, the inducement to leave property under . 

the third and last of the major land S° MUCH interest has been arous- MG control because of the low cost 
and crop surveys, continued through ed by the series of scientific field of administration will be eliminated, 

the end of September. checks that the US Department of the while a strong incentive will be 
In the previous year checking Army in Washington allocated $15,000 given to decontrol program. | 

~ showing actual checking teams at forwarded to all absentee owners of 
check any potato field which ap- wor, _ property in the US Zone to inform. 
peared representative of fields gener- Shooting of the grain sampling them of the new provisions. =| 

ally in that area. This year chance operations was done by the Heidel- __ 

selection based on personal judgment berg Film Unit of the EUCOM Public 

was eliminated and the selection of Information Division, in the Heilbronn Accounts of Cleared Persons 

the communities and counties sampl- area between Stuttgart and Heidel- The procedures for the unblocking 
ed in each state determined by mathe- berg. More than 1,000 persons took of accounts of persons previously 

matical formula. In each of more than part in the production of this docu- subject to the Law for Liberation 

1,700 individual fields Selected five mentary —including the members of from National Socialism and Militarism 

roe ontenin dag on ge cnn one the British Inspectorate, US MG _ have been liberalized by the amend- — 
“owe, The notatoes a cach strip ve regional agricultural officers, German ment of MG special State Central — 

carefully counted, weighed and classi- state officials, mayors and German Bank Authorization No. 4 The state fied as to size ' : : farmers who made up the cast. Central Banks in the US Zone are | 

- | The film has been sent to the now empowered to unblock the ac- — 
continuous oneration lasting all sum. United States for final editing. The counts of permanent residents of the — 

mer, from early June until the first completed documentary wil be Brst UK and French Zones who have peen 

week in October and taking up the shown ro members of the US Congre Ss___cleared in denazification court pro- 
full time of 200 Allied and German 2" illustration of crop estimating ceedings in accordance with Control 

: methods under the Marshall Plan, Council directives. 
inspectors. No single one of these pen released in the United State, 
three main surveys—land use, grain Great Britain and Germany. 

and potatoes—could provide the key Educational Film Experiment 

Wernadeecabic seo Geet breutag OM ad The Aur Academy na -ccurate harvest forecasts in German Lubricating Oil Rations Ended zation of adult education institutions 
history . As the production of lubricating in the Augsburg area of Bavarta, 

oils for 1948 will exceed consumption sponsored a Film Festival Week to. 
MATION of bizonal agri- requirements, the Bipartite Control determine the attitude of the public. 

culture is a basic MG policy. Office approved ‘the abolition of toward educational films. It is the: 

Unless the US and British people feel rationing of this product as of Oct.1. first time that any adult education 

that the Germans are making every German crude oil is especially adept- school in Germany has engaged in’ 

effort to increase their own food pro- ed for refining into lubricants, and a such a project. Adult education in- 

duction, there will be little inclination small amount may be exported if the stitutions in Bavaria formerly showed 

to vote funds for the import of refinery capacity is expanded. only strictly academic interests. 
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Armed Forces Assistance 
~ %7 e o,° . 

to German Youth Activities 
by Lt. Col. Robert C. Hall 

Chief, German Youth Activities Section, 
Operation, Plans, Organization and Training 
Division, Headquarters EUCOM 

ae USFET directive of Oct. 5, first portion but are somewhat ab- The previous requirement that priority 
1946 concerning the Army  breviated when compared with the of Armed Forces assistance be given 

Assistance Program to German Youth Oct, 5 directive. The second portion to organized, approved groups, has 
Activities, has literally been to all consists of five annexes which go been eliminated. The most important 
GYA personnel the bible which into detail on the various subjects reason is based on repeated and 
provided the how, why, when and treated in the directive proper. substantial claims from the field that 
where of the GYA program, Although The first major change is in the organized groups did not respond as 
the GYA program was first set up official name for cooperation with well to the efforts of the Armed 
on a zone-wide trial basis by a GYA—it is now The Armed Forces Forces as did individual youth and 
directive of April 1946; the Oct. 5 Assistance Program to German Youth unorganized groups, 

directive actually initiated GYA as it Activities. "The Air Forces have a Another important reason for the 
is now known, . vital part in the assistance program change is the fact that many hundreds 

In the two years since the issuance and have in the past carried a large o¢ thousands of young people who 
of our bible, many new testaments, burden of the load. It is only right 604 help badly, have no intention of 
chapters and verses have been added. that this joint program of the two joining organized groups. The les- 
These have been necessitated by trial forces be properly named. And by on, jearned from the Hitler Youth 
and error, by changing conditions in the way, if the Navy personnel in an4 the Association of German Girls 
organization and mission throughout Bremerhaven become interested in (BDM) are still all too clear to these 
the command and by various clarifica- the program, so much the better. It young people. We feel that this 
tions in the relationship betweenGYA Will then be truly an Armed Forces Grouy needs help even more than do 
and Military Government. Because of Assistance Program. the youth in organized groups, since 
these numerous changes, and prodded The second major change has to do groups make provisions for assisting 
by the new roles which military With the types of youth to be assisted. their members and in many cases are 
posts, Constabulary, USAFE, and ist assisted by German governmental 
em nai ee began a The new directive mentioned agencies, 
etai U 

four mee aoa ocuments in this article is contained in Oo” MAIN mission is to assist 
EUCOM Circular No, 149, dated onth: If in, one: -com it 

This study was made with a view Nov. 2, 1948. Copies may be ob- y ; ed 
to producing a complete new directive tail ‘d th h z lar AG distri- unorganized, youth’ need ,Retp! Age incorporating dllidhaterialipaciitert to ained tirougn regular then that is the direction we will bend 
GA. lian P © bution channels of EUCOM Head- our efforts. If in another community 

» The experience of two and a quarters. organized groups need help badl half years was utilized in order to Previ rticles published in anes satan oe B aa 
Produce a sound, workable document Pah P Men Mis, new. Hexibls Pavey wil which should eae ee 4 the Information Bulletin on the provide for helping them. 

3 peduire, dequenty On assistance of occupation troops 
drastic changes in the near future. to the German youth include: The next major change has to do 
Old-time GYA officers and MG of- ,. with responsibility for inplementation 
ici : Occupation Troops and Youth a a 

ficials were consulted in order not to Activities, No. 16, Nov. 10, 1945. of GYA. Initially the military com- 
Produce a directive that, while Bada se, i munity, and later the new-born 
beautiful to contemplate in EUCOM Inauguration of ¢ program in the military post, was a somewhat ase District. 
Headquarters, was unworkable in the then Weatern Miltary nebulous and powerless organization, 

field, Any Quilines Ald_to German The other major commands, including 
HE BASIC Youth, No. 64, Oct. en Na are Constabulary, USAFE, Continental | HC a : structure of the Oct. 5 mary of USFET directive of Oct. 5, Base Section and several others, held 

| ; directive still stands. It may be 1946. roles of major importance and were 
P  noWhat weather-beaten, but it has The Army's Role in GYA, No. therefore given the chief responsibilit Proved to be sound and workable. 117, Nov. 3, 1947. Article by Lt. geen Y y 

The new directive is divided into Col. Robert C. Hall on the over- foriGYA, 
two parts. All major policies and all program. Later, military posts emerged as 

_ Provisions are represented in this major commands and a shift was 
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made in our policy to coincide with structure and may benefit from the Wr all these considerations 
this by dividing GYA responsibility technical skills of Military Govern- — in mind, and with the stark 
between the military posts and the ment officials, GYA officers will picture of present and contemplated 

other major commands, Finally, the establish and maintain a friendly, personnel shortages on hand, a 

pendulum of change swung all the close and workable liaison with the section on personnel was drafted 

way and we now find the military following Military Government of- which we believe will actually prove 
posts, Bremerhaven Port of Embar- _fices: to be stronger than that of the 

kation and USAFE with full geo- “1 - Youth Activities Section, Oct. 5 directive and which will assure 

graphical responsibility for the entire fEqycation and Cultural Relations @dequate personnel to keep GYA 

zone and containing among them the Division, OMGUS.” " | functioning. The personnel provisions 

bulk of maulltary strength. | “2. Youth Activities Sections of oonich oan he enade available tee 

Therefore, in the interests of OMG’s for Hesse, Wuerttemberg- B ‘efly. th acs 

achieving permanence, stability, and Baden, Bavaria, Bremen, and Berlin ey these provisions will pro- 
wide-area coverage, we are placing sector.” vide for strong pes BPE and USAFE 
the chief responsibility for all GYA "3, Liaison and Security Detach- he ee en oe uding a WAC 

programs in a post area with thecom- ents (MGO's) throughout the US. Cer iB Gach. in Tegiments and 
manding officer of the military post, Occupied Areas of Germany.” comparable units and in isolated 
including BPE and in the case of air battalions there will be a primary 
installations with the commanding PERSONNEL has always been one uty commissioned officer and a full- 
general of USAFE. Constabulary and of GYA's major problems. The ‘time NCO; and finally, in units of 
ist Division responsibility now program began under an entirely Co™Mpany strength there will be one 

consists mainly of providing person- different over-all personnel situation fwi-time NCO. 
nel as required by the new directive than prevails today. In the beginning A word on indigenous personnel. 

and in following the program laid we believed it would be possible to The policies on the hiring and super- 

down by EUCOM Headquarters and provide large numbers of commission. Vision of Germans in GYA which 

by the post commanders. ed and enlisted personnel to im- have grown up during the last year, 
| - plement the program. However, it remain largely unchanged. The only - 

CONCERNING the liaison and was never possible to provide the major change ist that it is now re- 

coordination with Military Go- numbers specified because of the quired that appropriate German youth 

vernment and German agencies, the continually shrinking troop strength officials be consulted on the employ- 

only change in the original concept ;, this command. ment of all indigenous personnel who 

of this subject is a definite statement o., occupy operating positions in GYA. 

that GYA is not an integral part of Our study has indicated that the In the section dealing with training 

the Military Government program for ™0St logical course which could be and orientation of GYA personnel the 

youth reorientation or reeducation charted was to determine theminimum new directive requires that periodic 

but is a separate program operating "Umber of American personnel neces- y,4jo, command training conferences 

within MG structure. Formerly, we ‘S@tY to provide the framework for be held, and that these be reported 

had conceived GYA to be the im- GYA and to insist that subordinate i. EUCOM Headquarters. Formerly, 

plementing agency for Miéilitary commanders provide this number. In they were encouraged but optional on 

Government and had fashioned our charting the course on the personnel the part of GYA officers, Observa- 

policies and directives largely along situation, several other things were tions throughout the commands which 

that line. However, the Commander- taken into consideration. have been holding such conferences 

in-Chief recently clarified the position First, the true strength of GYA rests have proved that they are essential 

of GYA and this new statement of in the little man—usually the non- to the proper functioning of the GYA 
policy is incorporated in the directive, commissioned officer who is the final program. For that reason they are 

as follows: link between German youth and the mandatory in the future. 

“The Armed Forces Assistance US Armed Forces. Second, strong UPPLY, funds and facilities are and 

Program to GYA will operate within major command GYA sections are S always have been of major con- 

the organizational pattern and policy necessary to provide the over-all cern to all connected with GYA. 

for youth activities established by the Planning and take care of administrat- Little change has been made in this 

Office of Military Government for ion, budget & fiscal matters, general subject. About all that has 

Germany (US). (See MGR Title 8, publicity, and other matters which heen done is to incorporate in one 

Part 7.) It is emphasized that the are so important to GYA. Third, 4  qocument all of the gains which have 

program is not an integral part of the limited amount of supervision and een made since the issuance of the ~ 

Military Government program for planning is required by commissioned original directive. In the annex, @ 

youth reorientation an reeducation, officers in intermediate units such as detailed explanation of each item iS 

but is a separate program operating regiments and battalions. Fourth, given. Two changes are of interest 

within the Military Government WAC officers are extremely important and value, although they do not ~ 

structure.” in GYA and have added immeasur- present major ones. 

“However, in order that the Armed ably to its succes since we brought First, captured enemy material 

Forces Program may conform to this them into the program. stocks are eliminated as a source of 
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supply for GYA. This represents little is the policy pertaining to types of Outside Aid sought 
loss as the source from the very activities which should be undertaken | . . 

beginning was practically a theoret- in any given situation. In the past For Bizonal Deficit 

ical one. Never were any great when personnel have gone into such During the current fiscal year ending 

amounts of supplies made available things as discussion groups, forums June 30, 1949, the Bizonal Area is 
from captured stocks. At the present and so forth, which they were not planning on outside assistance to 
time, almost all of the stocks have qualified to lead or for which they cover a deficit in its balance of inter- 

' been returned to theGermaneconomy did not have the proper facilities, national payments of $1,111,000,000. 
and are virtually unavailable forGYA more harm was done than geod. me Part of this deficit amounting to 

purposes, Germans are ever quick to Spot  g403 800,000 is to be financed by 
Some of the materials may even- ineptitude, inefficiency, and criticize -ecommendations on the division of 

tually find their way down through the entire GYA program on the basis European Recovery Program (ERP) aid 
the German economic structure to of what they have seen locally. made by the Council of the Organiza- 
youth groups being assisted by the We believe that a man without tion for European Economic Coopera- 
Armed Forces under a system of specialized training in youth work tion (OEEC) to the ECA. 

priorities for distribution set up by and allied subjects—in other words, These recommendations provided 
German authorities. However, since ine average GYA officer—can perform that the Bizonal Area should receive 
youth activities is far down on the 4:5 io) much more efficiently by  $414,000,000 in direct aid and that 
list of P riorities, it is doubtful that sponsoring a general sports, re- its net contribution under the intra- 

much will ever be realized from this creation and community service pro- European payments plan should amount 
source. ; oo gram than he can by attempting to to $10,200,000. The revised program 

Another change in this Section get into inellectual and cultural ac- for 1948-49 was submitted to be OEEC 
we reflects recent changes | "tivities of which he knows very little, late in September. 

over-a'l_ Occupation policy is that What we desire now is that GYA per- The bizonal program for 1949-50 
authority is now given for the use sonnel do as much as they are Which was nearing completion at the 
by German youth of all Armed Forces | | «gs ici hvsicall d tally qualified to end of September, showed a deficit 
facilities which can be spared with. Physically and mentally q d q uch as physical facilities Of $937,000,000, or about 17 percent 
out endangering security or interfer- Oo ana as m pay S it th to do inalllines ofactiv- [less than in 1948-49. The 1949-50 
ing with the duty or recreation of Permit them to do mall's tate 3 a eas ti 1 training deficit is to be partly financed by 
military personnel. This will open up  itles —- sports, vocationa TUNG | .; . it ECA funds totaling $327,000,000, a 
on an official basis, providing the cultural, educational, and community 

‘ ao reduction of 19 percent from the 
major commander approves, such activities, but that they do not go 1948-49 amount 

facilities as ball fields, swimming beyond their limitations. | A program for fiscal year 1952-53, 

Pools, enlisted and jiiicers clubs, The remainder of the new basic the first post-ERP year, was completed 
ieee barrack buildings, and the  girective treats troop information, during SLeptember for presentation to 
me publicity and reports. The entire the OEEC. The program estimates the 
ANE statement of policy directive is being published in Ger- evel of economy believed to be 

which is important and which man and will receive wide distri- required to eliminate the need for 

represents the results of rough ex- bution to interested German youth outside assistance in order to balance 

perience over a long period of time, leaders and officials. TEND the international payments of the 
Bizonal Area. 

In order to achieve this objective 

Permitted and Prohibited Activities of meeting essential German needs 
and maximizing exports, industrial 

Certain activities which are of a field events, wrestling, boxing, indoor and output must be increased to 10 percent 

military or para-military nature and outdoor childnens games, dancing, and others or more above the 1936 rate. Over- 
~ of a similar nature. Loe | 

which would tend to kindle na- Cultural, Educational and Community Acti- ll exports in 1952-53 must be ex- 
tionalism. recimentation and prepara- ities — Dramatics, motion pictures, libraries, planted to four times the $666,000,000 

1 Teg oe. preP singing, bookmobiles, art, discussion groups, njaned for the fiscal year 1948-49, — tion for war, are prohibited by MG conferences, lectures, relationships with j ; ae . 
Regulations. A list of such activities American youth, informal instmction classes, From Bipartite Section of Military . . publication of local youth papers, Correspon- Governor's Month Report No. 39. appears below and in the GYA Guide. gence with foreign groups, rubble-clearing 
Further, no uniforms or emblems will projects, leadership training courses, sume rs 

. . ject d othe f a similar . 
be used without the prior approval of nature. projects ances aes Interest on Postal Savings 
the state OMG, Vocational Training, Hobbies and Handi- Consideration is being given by 

craft — Carpentry, sewing, metal work, . ant | Permissible Activities: leather work, weaving, instrument repair, officials of the Deutsche Post to the 

Athletics and Recreation — Bicycling, golf, stamp collecting, gardening, and others of a payment of two-percent interest on 

hiking, mountain climbing, playground ball, ‘™milar nature. postal savings accounts in the Bizonal 
weeball Soccer, owing: canoeing, eee Prohibited Activities: Area. No interest payments have 
ing, skiing, sledding, skating, ice-hockey, Aviation, parachuting, gliding, fencing, . 

Tugby, football, basketball, handball, volley- military or para-military drill or display, been made on postal Savings accounts 
ball, badminton, tennis, hockey, track and and shooting with firearms. since the beginning of the occupation. 
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(Continued from page 15) and the other matters which we have development is to take place. At the 
economic situation to settle prior to the establishment present time firm and courageous 

I and my colleagues are watching of the German government, I am_ action is required of those who are 
with close attention the work which certain that we can complete our charged with the responsibility of: 

is being done by the Parliamentary work as quickly as the Parliamen- the administration of affairs. Hard 
Council in Bonn. That body has tary Council can complete the work work and cooperation must be given 

before it very obviously a most dif- upon which it is engaged. by industry and by the people. 
ficult task to reconcile conflicting All speed must be made in the 

opinions concerning a_ provisional T's SUM up all that I have said taking of those further steps which 
constitution. In spite of these dif- fin a few words. The present are necessary to put the government 
ficulties I must say frankly that I Situation in western Germany is of the country upon a sound and 
should like to see faster progress. promising and can develop in avery representative basis as well as 

healthy manner, However, there are in adjusting mutual relationships 

Te ISSUES, at stake, both political certain matters which are difficult betwee government, industry and 
economic, are too vital to permit and need urgent attention if this labor. +END 

delay. Differences of opinion between 

the political parties must be settled, | ene 
by compromise if necessary, and 

rompt decisions taken in order that VV 

agreed recommendations may be Pp O Payment Statement 

presented to the Military Governors ; ae ; 
at the earliest possible date. The following statement was issued _ obligations in the Soviet Zone and the 

_ by a representative of OMGUS in Soviet Sector of Berlin. The US We, the Military Governors, have , ; ., , tee . also a great deal of work before us. connection with an article which re- authorities informed both the Soviet 
: cently appeared in the Soviet-licensed Military Administration and the Ber- Important subjects such as the organ- ; . ization of Military Government press alleging that payments are being liner Stadtkontor of the purpose of 

. withheld to former US-held prisoners this account. 
control, both at the center and in . . . 
the states and the regulation and of war in the Soviet Zone and Berlin The Soviet Military Administration 

definition of occupation costs are we have cerliticates for work per- reduced in their currency reform law 

under urgent discussion between us. ormed as prisoners of war, to 14,000,000 Ostmarks (East marks) 
Most important of all, we are dis- Immediately after facilities were the account established to pay the 

cussing the Occupation Statute. There Set up in the US, UK and French’ earnings due the former US-held pri- 

seems to be a doubt in some quarters, Zones of Occupation for the payment soners of war, rendering it impossible 

as to the nature of this Occupation Of former US-held prisoners of war, to effect full payments to the former 

Statute. Attempts have been made Uegotiations began with the Soviet US-held prisoners of war in the Soviet 

to portray it as a long list of Military Administration to establish controlled areas of Germany. When 

servitudes which the Occupation Payment in Reichsmarks. Ata meeting this fact became known to the US 
Powers wish to rivet forever like in February of 1948, Mr. Sitnine, authorities, they again informed the 

manacles upon the people of western finance adviser with the Soviet Mi- Berliner Stadtkontor that in order not 

Germany. litary Administration, agreed to a US’ to have the former prisoners of war 

In fact its intention is quite the Proposal outlining a procedure by suffer by the reduction of the funds 

reverse of this. It is intended as qa Which US-held prisoners of war in due to the Soviet currency reform law, 

charter for the new German govern- the Soviet Zone could be paid through _ the US authorities would be prepared, 

ment . during ‘the period of occupation. the Berliner Stadtkontor either by per- despite additional cost, to make such 

It will define the powers which are SOnal appearance or by payment additional Ostmark funds available 

to be accorded to that government; through the mail. Unfortunately, co- which would be necessary to cover 

it will show clearly what powers Operation of the Soviet Military Ad- payments to prisoners of war in 

the Military Governors intend to Ministration could not be procured to | excess of the 14,000,000 Ostmarks. 

reserve in their own hands and how _ Publicize this fact. After considerable attempts to 
they mean to use them. It will provide About the middle of June, when it commence the payments, it appears 

a definite legal basis for the relation- was apparent that the Deutsche mark thus far that the Soviet Military Ad- 

ship between Military Government would be introduced in the western ministration has not agreed to Co- 

and the German government. It is in zones of occupation, the US author- operate and will not permit the pay- 

fact something for which responsible ities, wanting to be sure that former ment from existing mark funds. The 

German opinion has been asking for US-held prisoners of war residing in US authorities are still anxious to pay 

a long time. the Soviet Zone would not be de- in the legal currency in the area of | 

While, as I have indicated, a  prived of their earnings while held residence of former US-held prisoners 

certain amount of work lies before as US prisoners, took special pains to of war and therefore to provide any 
us, the Military Governors, in the make sufficient funds available to Ostmarks necessary to complete the 

completion of the Occupation Statute cover the estimated outstanding full payments. | 
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Berlin Medical Academy 
e 

by Major Richmond S. Paine | 
| Chief, Public Health Branch — 

OMG Berlin Sector 

OQ FIELD of German Professional teachers and students, and to the  MHussels, together with Dr. Georg | 

N knowledge suffered more se- forced acceptance of many a dull- Hinzmann-Fuerstenau and Dr. Erich 

verely during the nazi regime thandid witted party member, Thus a whole Weber of the Association of Physi- 

medicine. Today, practising, physi- generation of doctors was graduated cians in the US Sector of Berlin. 

cians in particular need a chance to whose competency to practise their Both of the hospitals in question 
catch up to new medical advances chosen profession left much to be jaq suffered extensive war damage 
made in other parts of the world desired. and considerable repairs were ne- 

during the Hitler blackout, and However, many members of the  cessary in order to provide lecture 
Military Government is trying to German medical profession still are halls, demonstration rooms, laborato- 
help them. exceptionally well grounded in the jjes and other necessary facilities, 

The German medical profession, basic principles of medicine and sur- A sum of slightly over RM 200,000 

which’ led the world in the golden gery and some of the leaders have was made available by the Finance 

days of Robert Koch and Paul Ehr- a certain degree of acquaintance with Branch of OMGBS, in December 

lich in the half-century before the new developments. Some of these 1947, to be used for the necessary 

first World War, found itself in 1945 leaders rapidly brought themselves up repairs and for purchase of equip- 

about 10 to 15 years behind the more to date on what had happened during went such as slide and motion pic- 

advanced countries of Europe and the recent ,dark ages". Therefore, a tyre projectors and demonstration 

North America, and almost com- few leading physicians and surgeons’ odels, This money came chiefly from 
pletely unfamiliar with the new approach their American counterparts fines collected by the US Military 
discoveries made in the United in knowledge and ability, but the Government Courts. 

States and Great Britain. average German family doctor may 

The whole subject of antibiotics, be still as much as 15 years behind procress toward the reconstruc- 
for example, was almost a closed his counterpart in the United States. tion of a teaching ward and lec- 

book. Sulfanilamide was in limited The meed for postgraduate medical ture hall in the Augusta-Viktoria 

use but the newer sulfonamides, such education for the practising physician Hospital and a surgical amphitheater 

as sulfadiazine, were practically un- thus became paramount, and over- in the Zinnowwald Hospital went on 
known. Penicillin and streptomycin shadowed by far the need for under- slowly during the first half of 1948. 
were only strange names in the occa- graduate training. It was decided in April 1948 also to 

sional American or British medical TTEMPTS have been made in en the clinical facilities of the 

journals which had been smuggled A various cities in the US area ehring Hospital in Zehlendort, which 
Into Germany during the war. of occupation to meet the urgent need had been @ German military hospt- . tal prior to 1945, and was one of 
pe UNDERGRADUATE | training for postgraduate medical education of the best planned and equipped in 

of medical students also suf- Practising physicians. One of the 11. ws sector but it had suffered 
fered grieviously under the Nazi Droadest and most carefully p lanned extensive air raid damage. Construc- 
system. There was no systematic as been the Medical Acdemy in the 130) ot a special building for the 
deferment of medical students from US Sector of Berlin. This institution Academy was contemplated, as well 
service in the German army and there ws originally proposed in November as repairs for existing departments. 
was nothing quite comparable to the 1947 by Lt. Col. Adam J. Rapalski, ; . 
US Army ASTP and the Navy vV-i2 then chief of the Public Health All major repair work was brought 

Programs for in-service professional Branch of OMGBS. toa full stop by the imposition 0 
education. German students were It was planned to utilize, chiefly the Russian blockade, which made al- 
often afforded intermittent periods the clinical material and facilities of | ™most all kinds of building materials 
of attendance at various medical the Augusta-Viktoria and Zinnowwald unobtainable. The currency reform 
schools but there was no organized, hospitals, two of the largest in the which was used by the Russians as an 

Coordinated program. The previous US Sector. Many of the details of the excuse for the blockade also posed 
high standards of German medical Academy have been worked out by the threat of the Medical Academy 
education declined enormously under the tireless efforts of the medical fund being greatly reduced overnight, 
Political interference by the nazis, directors of these two hospitals, but conversion of this money to the 
due both to elimination of outstanding Dr. Franz-Josef Misgeld and Dr. Fritz western Deutsche Mark at a rate of 
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one to one was finally obtained in the establishment of amedical faculty the details for putting the program 

the middle of July. > of the Free University, and that in- into effect. We would also appreciate - 
HE BLOCKADE has forced the stitution and the Medical Academy it if the German Ministers of Labor 

T Academy to modify its plans 47¢ expected to develop individually, from the several states would meet 

somewhat, but a wide selection of each meeting a separate need. with experts who Can advise them 

courses began in November to con- The future of the building and re- further detail with respect to the 

tinue through the winter. Both Construction program of the Medical Program. I am sure that the German 

formal courses and practical demon- Academy is naturally somewhat in Ministers of Labor will understand 
strations, as well as seminars, are doubt and it appears likely that little that this is not Oana atory pro- 
to be offered and are especially can be done under conditions of the 97am. It is being o ered only as a 
planned for the benefit of the phy- present blockade. The blockade is no ‘S*?VIC® on me Y enulat belief that 
sician in private practice. serious obstacle, however, to the car- it will do uch to stimulate economic 

Subjects include not only surgery, rying out of the courses of instruction recovery. 

internal medicine and almost all the already described. They are to fill a After hearing Mr. McCarthy give 
recognized sub-specialities, but also definite and very real need and are an explanation of the program and 

such special subjects as a refresher expected to do much to raise the pro- its purposes, the Military staff and 
course in anatomy, physiology and fessional standards of the practising the German Ministers met in separate 

chemistry, pathology (with special German medical profession to their session * De ween oth en on the 
emphasis on diseases of the postwar former eminence. 4+END American side to see that the training 

eriod), and psychosomatic medicine is carried out through the military 
P : Pey ,; et posts under the direction of EUCOM 
There is also a course in dentistry : - 

. . . (Continued from page 4) and Mr. Robert M. Barnett, personnel 
for dentists. The entire curriculum . . adviser, CINCEUR 

offers a broad selection of courses raining for Production tr h lab _ ters’ tina 
which would be the envy of many @ be given in both Military Government m the 00r miusiers meoung tt 

toe ; Y was agreed that they should sponsor 
physician in the United States. and military installations ; ; 

: Y . the program in the Bizone Area and 
Each doctor is to select only a few . | 

; . In response, General Clay called a decision on definite organizational 
courses in which he is particularly... ae j 
interested, and each co is t jomt meeting of his manpower and _ details are to be made at a meeting 
, , UTS IS to Te- personnel advisers, the top ranking in early November. 

quire one to six hours weekly. The officials in EUCOM, EES and Military | | 
courses are open to all licensed phy- Government and invited the labor In the meantime the program is 
sicians in Greater Berlin and the sur- ministers of the US Area and, through going ahead in three states of the 

rounding area at a nominal fee. the British Military Governor the US Zone. Basic 10-ho me Sonne ae 

The Medical Academy also spon-  abor ministers of the British Zone. being conducted " industry and in 
sors special lectures and demon- The newly-established German Bizonal PX and military installations oy he 
strations by visiting experts from the Manpower Department also was rep- personnel already ee at nal 

western zones of Germany and from resented nee weaves’ hie: ven trees of 
; . es 0 

foreign countries. In the past two I rom many imdusiries and a” typ 
n addressin the conference, months there have been programs , Cl ys ' establishments for the program to be 

by Dr. I. A. B. Cathie of the Great eneral Ulay said in part: given to their supervisors. It is plan- 
Ormond Street Children’s Hospital I feel this program to be so im- ned that by April . 1949 all three 

; ; . portant that we are going to install courses—employee instruction, em- 
in London, speaking on streptomycin ~— |. . . . . . . 

it in all of our Army installations in ployee relations and job improve- 
therapy, and by Dr. Aschenbrenner of . . 

. . Germany, in order that we may get ment—will be under way and the pro- 
the City Hospital Hamburg-Altona, . . ; 

. ; . the maximum efficiency from our em- gram will stand as proof of what can 
lecturing on experiences in the 1947 . _ lunt 
oliomyelitis epidemic in Hambur ployees, have happy employees, and be accomplished by joint voluntary 

P J: have the minimum number of workers _. effort. | END 
ve Medical Academy does not _ to do the job. —_— 

offer undergraduate instruction “As a large employer of German | 

leading to a medical degree, and is jabor, we have a great interest in the German Labor in France Aided 
entirely separate from the new Free welfare of that labor. Our concern A secretariat to assist German 

University of Western Berlin. At the with the German economy also gives workers employed in France has been 
_ time the Academy was founded, there ys a great interest in the total German established in Paris by the French 

was a possibility that it might do manpower problem. I am of the anti-Communist labor federation, 
something for the hundreds of non- opinion that a training program of “Force Ouvriers.“ It provides infor- 

communist medical students who this type will accomplish a great deal. mation and advice on wages, working 
were forced by Russian pressure out After this meeting we will ask the conditions and related matters. The 

of the University of Berlin Faculty members of our Military Staff con- work of the secretariat is conducted 
of Medicine at the Charité Hospital. cerned with this problem to meet in coordination with the Bizonal Trade 

This problem has now been met by _ separately so that they can arrange Union Council. 
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EDITORIAL OPINION — 2 P | a Ass Aa 
- GF Asne ZfF! ree) ah hoses Cee Oe IF A 

BAS G/AGRE BE -. S i 
German View of American Events HOD, Eve an PDOs generar 

the Elysee, the seat of the president 

Heinrich Kierzek, one of theGerman composed with a both vigorous and of France. The  super-dimensional 

journalists visiting Columbia Univer- tender hand — a symphony in whites government buildings are one thing; 

sity, wrote in Fuldaer Volkszeitung and greens. . .” the people is something else, The 
(Fulda, Hesse) about the inauguration “Many times I could not help but President belongs with the people.” 
of General Eisenhower, first US i state buildings of the a 

Military Governor in Germany, as a Cueie, were aa tosignast Special Occupation-Cost Tax 
president of the same school: as the errant historical dreams of the The Wiesbadener Kurier advocated 
“What was said at the celebration smalltown yokel who got into power a special “occupation costs” tax, so 

was quite a bit different from what wanted them .. . What utter that every German knows exactly 

one would say on a similar occasion emptiness! Anybody who could walk what the occupation costs him per- 

in Germany. For instance, it occurred through the governmental district in  sonally. It declared: 
to none of the numerous speakers Berlin without suffering an archi- “The theme of occupation costs is 

to vaunt Eisenhower's merits as a _ tectural yawning fit was immune often brought forth by politicians as 

soldier. Yes, aside from one single against anything.” a screen for their own incapacity... . 

exception, it was not mentioned by “In Washington one does not We must have a West occupation, 

any of the speakers that he had ever yawn, It is a city of white houses... perhaps even stronger than the 

been a general . . .” I'll always think of the gigantic white Present one, in. order to avert a 
“His military success alone never government palaces . . ., the white Russian occupation that we don't 

would have made Eisenhower. so temples which the United States built Want...” 
popular. For that his human qualities for its national heroes Washington, “Why not give the states the op- 

were decisive . . . All the speakers Lincoln and Jefferson... the enormous portunity to show clearly how much 
emphasized with satisfaction that he marble halls of the National Gallery’ they need for occupation costs? ., . 

hates war on account of its brutality of Arts—but also of the numerous In that way everyone can ascertain 

and stupidity." little, radiantly white one-family how economically or uneconomically 

* * * houses with the slender columns of a Hie neat runs = a 

i i e and how much is spent for military 

= at aaa ae ep ane Mr ane Te ee protection. Such protection was not 
remen) sail e most striking i 

feature of American elections is the “Naturally, ne EU peat ee eae ay a 
whole-hearted participation of the ‘thinking of ee See sna nearly as Geeeieaes that of the 
Entire | population. Tt | continued Of Wey Wilte Fiause, jane Seale! world powers which stand behind 
“Turbulent, passionate andremarkable the President, I imagined something their numerically weak troops in 
as these elections may appear to an Jtandiose . . . But the aie House western Germany.” 
outsider . . . the most important fact is a rather PaTnpre sly ey intimate sort 

is that in the US politics is really a of a building, a family house for the Peace-Making Compared 

concer of the whole nation; that the President, I would say—and hence all fs 
masses, with all their exuberant, the more characteristic of the country The Rhein-Neckar Zeitung (Heidel- 

primitive, uninhibited vitality really Which produces the Presidents who berg) CS eeeg ne Pine cone punng 
take part in the political affairs of have lived here... Its highest rep- Cee Fd ane ine 
their country.” resentative could not, so it seems 1640's with those in the 1940's: 

c * * “The Peace of Westphalia meant 

| nothing but a continuation of the 
Walter Gong, also in the party of This section is devoted to decay of Germany by other means... 

German journalists, writing in the translations prepared by the The result of making peace now will 
Frankfurter Rundschau, was impressed Scrutiny Board for the Inform- likewise depend largely on the 
both by the grandeur of the city of ation Services Division, OMGUS, attitude of the German people. But it 
Washington and by the modesty of of editorials and reports in the has still not understood that unity 
the White House: German press. The publishing of and solidarity are indispensable 
“Only a country like the United these translations is intended to pledges for a tolerable future. As 

States can afford a capital like portray what the Germans are then the sovereigns, so now individual 

Washington . .. Modern Washington writing und thinking, and not German states are eager to increase 
Was not built according to accident necessarily to give any concur- their power at the expense of a 

and momentary necessity, like many rence to their views and opinions, strong central authority. And the 

Other American cities, but has been place of religious intransigence has 
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been taken by unbridgeable ideological and Napoleon I French armies were of Hitler. He not only was that, he is 

gaps. quite often on German soil.. .” that today .. . A new Nazi campaign 

“At Muenster and Osnabrueck “The hour for a change of heart has of defamation is in the making, Its 

numerous German groups allied come .. Much that once seemed leader is Hjalmar Schacht.” 

themselves with foreign countries in weighty has become non-essential... . . 

order to reach their separate aims. The initiative lies with France ... Money Poorly Distributed 

This attitude finds its analogy today, Germany does not seek to escape The Fraenkische  Landeszeitung 

especially in the Soviet Zone, There responsibility for the past. It seeks (Ansbach, Bavaria) did not believe 
is great danger that the coming peace Europe and European cooperation; inflation imminent but thinks that 

treaty will have consequences just as and it does not come with empty money is at present maldistributed: 
fateful as the Westphalia treaty of hands.” “At the Frankfurt Fair a French 

300 vears aqo." firm sold eight carloads of cognac 
Y S Criticism of Schacht Account = on the first day—price DM 12.50 the 

Comment on French Strike The Neue Presse (Coburg, Bavaria) bottle, plus tax. In other respects, too, 
Werner Runge, political editor of introduced an article by Friedrich it seems that people can't get rid of 

the Muenchner Merkur (Munich) felt Stampfer on Schacht's ‘Settling Ac- their money fast enough .. Climbing 

certain that the striking French counts with Hitler’ with a curt prices foster a tendency to a con- 

miners are being incited by Moscow declaration that the paper carried any sumers' buying panic... 

agents: article about Schacht only because “The real reason for the wild 

“One can hardly speak of the “we regard it as proof of the general buying is a thin stratum of slick 
maintenance of justified interests renazification of Germany, that there dealers and manufacturers who 

when labor leaders call upon the 476 again publishing houses which  hoarded goods before currency reform 

workers to destroy their work- dare to issue the whitewash pamphlets and now turn over their goods again 

shops... The criminal demand of the of Hitler's war financier, That also and again, making a neat profit each 

Communists to food the pits is 9° for the papers which, with utter time ... The German workman still 

unique and evidently.aims at destroy- lack of political instinct, publish his carries the whole burden .. . It is 

ing the French economy in order to articles of unmistakably neo-Fascist not a question of free or controlled 

get the Communists back into govern- character.” economy nor of inflation ... but it is 

ment . . , The wire-pullers probably Stampfer characterized Schacht as time to consider how to get at hoarded 

hope ... to weaken De Gaulle’s “a fanatical enemy of all opponents goods and untaxed funds.” 

chances and to wreck the defense TT 

Pea Con eennittin eee an Mrs. Roosevelt’s Visit Amazes Writer 
The Communistic plans in France, 

if they ever come to execution, will The special German correspondent heim—what may they have felt, when 
be a heavy threat to western Germany, of MG-published Die Neue Zeitung this visitor came to them from the 
too. But our miners, in spite of greater (Munich) was not only swept off her outside world? .. .” 
material distress, are more disciplined feet by the pace which Mrs. Roosevelt “While Mrs, Roosevelt spent ten 

(than the French) and also have get during her visit to Stuttgart on minutes with a family in a cellar, the 

recognized the dangers threatening Oct, 23, but also profoundly impressed stench of which made some of her 
them from France, Our mining area by her personality: party hold their noses, while she 

is becoming increasingly a factor in “Up to now Mrs. Roosevelt was stood in front of the spinning wheel 

the maintenance of order in western little known in Germany: photos, of the expellee woman and inquired 

Europe—a fact which is bound toplay drawings and speeches do not in the in detail after income, price of rent, 
a role in future infernational dis- east give an adequate picture. Here food prices—bitter words were spoken 

cussions.” is a person who makes the impres- in the crowd waiting outside... 
sion of complete freedom and natural- About the ‘old citizens’ who entrench 

German Appeal to France ness, who is very clever, very critical, themselves in their houses as in 
The Schwaebische Post (Aalen, and at the same time full of genuine fortresses, at a meeting in Ellwangen 

Wuerttemberg-Baden) made a fervent human sympathy. Here is a woman where new and old citizens were sup- 

appeal to France to forget the past: who plays arole in world politics... posed to talk things over, there ap- 
“Granted that the Second World and yet is completely unofficial and peared one single native resident!" 

War was completely Hitler's doing. a very kind elderly lady. The grandez- “Mr. Roosevelt came from Paris to 

The German people, with its deplor- za with which she masters the forms a German refugee camp—do_ the 

able instinct for obedience, did not of international politeness is impres- Germans have a longer way? German 

resist this war... But was Na- _ sive.” women gladly visit clubs in order to 

poleon III completely innocent regard- ‘Commenting on Mrs, Roosevelt's meet American women—would there 

ing the War of 1870?.... Did Poincaré visit to an expellees’ camp, the writer not perhaps also be a possibility fot 

do everything possible to avert the continued: getting acquainted with these refugee 
First World War? ... True, Germany “Those forgotten and embittered women?... For that we don't need help 

invaded France three times inseventy 4,800 German expellees in their from outside... Only a little huma? 

years... But in the times of Louis XIV__— miserable factory camp of Kornwest- sympathy and initiative.” 
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US Election Result r ults Draw Favorable Comment 
cee licensed press of the US Zone, “Truman's watchword: Stop Com- _ realized that the Republican Congress 

like those of rest of the western munism! remains in force. His op- had hampered many of his legislative 
world, was dominated after Nov. 2 ponent Dewey , . . wanted to shift plans....The Nov. 2 (election) has 
by the surprise outcome of US the main emphasis to the Far East and given Truman the backing that he 

presidential elections and  post- to form a close alliance with De has hitherto lacked.” 
mortems on the discomfiture of ex- Gaulle and Franco, Germany's role Commenting on a “Dewey-elected” 

perts and of papers which, relying in this game would more than ever  axtra by a Munich newspaper, the 
on them, came out with early Victory- have been that of a satellite. Our Schwaebische Donau Zeitung (Ulm, 
for-Dewey editions. task under the Marshall Plan, i. e. to Wuerttemberg-Baden) reported: “The 

President Truman's triumph fre- become one of the main pillars in Nov. 3 edition of Muenchner Merkur 

quently was explained as “the victory Europe's reconstruction, would have carried the bannerline: ‘Thomas E. 
of the little man’’ on the basis of his become illusory .... Dewey America’s New President,’ 
domestic policies. While there were “In future the Marshall Plan will with a subhead: ‘After 16 Years the 

many detailed examinations of the be carried out without being ham- Republicans are Ruling Again.’ In 
US domestic scene, interest appeared pered by a Republican majority in the text the surprised reader is in- 
more genuine in the effects of the Congress. Criticism of General formed that President-elect Dewey 

election on international politics. Clay's policies also came from the has thanked the American people in 
Some newspapers thought the Republican camp. Now, no change a radio address from the Roosevelt 

Americans voted forthe candidate who in the course plotted by Military Hotel in New York City; there 
seemed least warlike. Many believed Government is to be expected.” _ follows a lively description how 
General Clay’s position had been Curt Frenzel, chief of DENA (li- crowds are acclaiming him... 
strengthened and one called it “in consed German news agency in the “This is not just bad luck but a 
reality a victory for Marshall.” Satis- qo Zone), in Schwaebische Landes- full-blown breakdown. It cannot be 

faction was general that ERP and US jeitung (Augsburg, Bavaria) greeted laughed off because it is likely to 
policies in Germany would continue. Dewey's defeat for two reasons: damage confidence in the new Ger- 

Hesse a two papers which “The Republicans have repeatedly man press. However, it is an individ- 

published extra editions with election declared that they are for a morte ual ease and 50 “ress an exceptio " 
results. One of its editors wrote: “It  @ag9tessive attitude toward Russia. that it will go down in Press his- 
was a night of a kind that occurs Truman's victory, therefore, can be tory sa Merely to be sure to be 
only once every ten years... . The regarded as a demonstration for the the first . + . Gallup guesses are 

first edition was hardly printed when preservation of peace.” published “ facts. That 's the Toad it was already outdated. A second Secondly, “Dewey's adviser on to yellow journalism which we hoped 
to have overcome. 

edition became necessary. Two hours foreign affairs, John Foster Dulles, : 
~ later the picture seemed more definite, ever hid his sympathies for De The Abendpost (Frankfurt) quoted 

with Truman ahead, but suddenly Gaulle and for De Gaulle’s German a Munich report: While President 
Dewey was catching up; a_ third plans. These plans provided for mak- Truman was sleeping and President- 

edition was due. ing Germany not into a federal union, elect Dewey expressed his thanks to 
“The election became a race but into a German confederation. This the American nation, people crowded 

between the press and the clock hands would mean the dissolution of Ger- the streets, in order to celebrate the 

at the railroad station where the dy. election of the *6-year-old Presi- 
trains would not wait one minute. In “The Democrats, as far as weknow, “ent... This could be read n the 
the editorial offices the well-tempered will rather adhere a General Clay's Muencher Merkur on Wednesday. 
confusion of every day turned into conception of creating, for the time “Today the whole city laughs at 
Pandemonium . .. And yet, in the being, a West German union which the public exposure, The paper de- 

end, the battle was won, in the the Soviet Zone may join whenever ‘clares that -it received a _ special 
United States for Truman, in the field circumstances permit .. .. We _ feport at 2 a.m..... Against the 
of public information by the press.” frankly admit that we breathed easier doubts of his staff the editor-in-chief 

The Mittelbayerische Zeitung (Re- When the news came over the airthat took the risk of having the paper 
Gensburg, Bavaria) said that Truman was reelected.” printed. - + + + During the day all 
“voices from behind the Iron Curtain The Stuttgarter Nachrichten (Stutt- C°P!es that could be reached were 
pretend to see in the outcome of the gart, Wuerttemberg-Baden) said Withdrawn from circulation. 
election a decision of the American Truman's triumph was based on The Bavarian Journalists’ Associa- 
People for peace at any price. They domestic political factors rather than tion severely critized the Muencher 
are typical for the efforts of dicta- foreign policy on which there was Merkur. So did a number of other 
torial propaganda machines to change no essential disagreement between German papers but, surprisingly, the 

the facts of every disagreeable sur- Democrats and Republicans: “Many two other licensed papers in Munich 
Prise into something favorable... persons voted for him because they made excuses for their competitor, 
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(Continued from page 7) | Assembly, wrote Colonel Yelizarov cent (29 seats); the SED, 19.8 percent 

Berlin Votes on Oct. 25 that the special findings (26 seats); and the LDP, 9.3 percent 
neral) Clay (US Military Governor) by a Soviet military tribunal on (12 seats). 

and (Colonel) Howley (Director OMG Sept. 22 that the speeches on Sept. 9 For the Soviet Sector alone the SED 
Berlin Sector) from Berlin.” He further W®&re “obvious pogrom speeches of received 29.8 percent, compared with 
took the line that any vote cast on fascist and militaristic character with 43.6 percent for the SPD notwith- 

Dec. 5 would be a vote for war and incitement to disturbances” are not standing the Soviet pressure then 

for the ruin of Berlin. true in any respect. Dr. Schreiber exerted to hamper the SPD and pio- 

Judging from the violent attacks in pointed out that “How unreliable the mote the SED. The SMA was greatly 
the Soviet-licensed press, published statements of the military tribunal disappointed with the relatively poor 
statement by SED leaders, and fan- are arises from the fact that charges city-wide showing made by the SED 

tastic charges by General Kotikov were made against City Assemblyman _ in the 1946 elections. 

and his deputy, Colonel Yelizarov, Kurt Mattick who, as I have myself Te TIME the SED will abstain 

regarding neo-fascism, warmongering, observed, did not speak at all at that from placing its name on the bal- 

provocateurs, and so on in the three demonstration.” ; lot by direction of the SMA as well as 

western sectors, it is quite clear that There have been recurring TUMOTS: from the understandable desire to 

the forthcoming elections are a source doubtless Soviet-insp ired, that the avoid political suicide or at least to 

of great embarassment to the SMA. SED might attempt to gain control of avoid a public recording of that 

Realizing the current temper of the he whole city by force before Dec. 9. status. A few SED members may cast 
Berlin electorate, the Soviets under This was mentioned in a conference spoiled ballots in the western sectors, 

no circumstances, would risk the SED ¢tWeen the US Sector borough pre- th. only voting action possible to 
in facing the people at the polls in a sidents and the US Sector comman- them inasmuch as the party name 
free, democratic election. dant, Col. Frank L. Howley, on Nov. 8. will not appear on the ballot. The 

Incidentally the SMA has encouraged The borough presidents were assured Soviet-licensed press and SED leaders 
very small renegade groups from the that adequate troops were present in may even appeal to party members 

Berlin CDU, headed by Dr. Helmut the US Sector to guarantee against @ = gomiciled in the western sectors to 

Brandt, and LDP, led by Franz Gen- Prague-typ e coup by armed mobs or cast spoiled ballots, but even in that 
seke, to set themselves up as the armed police (from the Soviet Sector (Vase the number will not likely be 

legitimate Berlin parties and in the or Soviet Zone). The US commandant very large because of membership 

soviet Sector they are recognized as also told them that whatever security apathy or party defections. 

such in violation of agreed quadri- steps were necessary would be taken On the other hand the _ three 

partite regulations. These illegitimate to assure the Germans in the western democratic parties—SPD, CDU and 

splinter groups plus the SED formed sectors of government by ballot. ; LDP—will urge the electorate to turn 

the so-called ‘‘Democratic Bloc” a few RR ECURRING charges in the Soviet- out in as great numbers as possible 

weeks ago, Outside the Soviet Sector the sup ne hequantly prohibited ° Dec. 5 to demonstrate to Berlin, to 

it has no importance whatever and h d that the “t d . Germany, and to the world of the 

little popular support even within the ampere soma eine ; emo vital concern felt for their democratic 

Soviet Sector. cratic” forces cannot operate in the liberties and to express their re- 

US Sector are shown to be without jection of a totalitarian political 
[* MAY be recalled that the Soviet- foundation by figures released on system in the form of a police state. 

inspired SED mob demonstrations Nov. 12. These indicate that from } 

at the City Hall on June 23, Aug. 26 April through October this year, the Ages to the pre-election 

and 31, and Sept. 6 found no popular SED held7,315 meetings—all approved indications, no significant shift 

backing among the Soviet Sector by American Military Government, im the present proportionate strength 
electorate. On the contrary, they were as compared with a total of only Of the three democratic parties 1s 
followed by the biggest mass demon- 2,159 meetings for the SPD, CDU and anticipated. 
stration for political freedom in Berlin LDP combined. In the October 1946 Speculation varies as to the probable 

history on Sept. 9 in front of the elections the SED polled less than lection participation percentage of 
former Reichstag building with some 13 percent of the total votes cast in the qualified electorate in the three 

250,000 participants.* The courageous the US Sector. western sectors. The weather on Sun- 

and inspiring speeches made by Ber- In the city-wide election on Oct.20, day, Dec. 5 and on the two or three 
lin's democratic leaders on that .occa- 1946, 2,128,677 votes were cast, repre- days preceding the election will be 

sion are receiving wide distribution senting 92.3 percent of the total 40 important factor, especially in the 

in an illustrated brochure titled “Ber- _ eligible voters. Ballots spoiled ac- case of old and infirm voters. Election 

lin Chooses Freedom.” counted for 2.0 percent city-wide, and day weather on Oct. 20, 1946, was fine 

Dr. Walther Schreiber, CDU chair- 2.3 percent in the Soviet Sector. Of when eligible voter participation 

man and vice chairman of the City the total valid votes cast the SPD reached 92.5 percent, an unusually 

——_____—_- received 48.7 percent (and 63 City high percentage for German municipal 

Bulletin, Issue 148, Oct, 19, 1048" ""°" ~~ Assembly seats); the CDU, 22.2 per- elections. 
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Borrowing by CARE : : 
A special license has been issued ERPFreightCars fromCzechoslovakia 

to the Cooperative for American Re- 

mittances of Europe Inc. (CARE), per- oe . re 
mitting it to borrow from financial ? en,  ._ . 
institutions in the US Zone sums up —_ .  .  @ Ox xe +f 

to DM 300,000 to defray transporta- — i ——— |; — 
tion and distribution costs within Ger- ee — i. ~~ 1% EUROPEAN RECOVERY 
many for the relief packages which it | | pita | - 2 
distributes. : i - an ee : : a : | 

These charges, prior to the currency |g ee |. vo win 1 GEEE i 
reform, had been paid by the German § ee |. =  .. 2 
Central Committee from funds sup- oo oo we a - oS 
plied by member organizations. After § .  . fe : Cl 

currency reform, contributions from se ee 
this source proved inadequate and § : ane e -  . 

the CARE organization was compelled : Peccaes) oe : ES 

to assume the burden. oe eee 
The special license issued to the See e : 

CARE organization enables it to Te See 
carry on regular operations with as- @ 5 8 oer SG 

sistance of bank loans until the Eco- & Be ———C 
nomic Cooperation Administration ec —,r—~—C—CO”O ee 

funds provided for in the bill recently ee 
enacted by the US Congress become 
available. Bank loans’ contracted Seventy-five new freight cars, built ERP and through domestic production 

under the MG license will be repaid in Czechoslovakia and delivered will make the bizonal railroad ca- 
at that time. Nov. 3 to the western German rail- pacity equal to the growing trans- 

—_ road at the border town of Furth portation demand.” 

. i. Wald, Bavaria, were described by The railroad cars were the first 
Unemployment Relief Mr, Norman Collison, chief of the consignment of $57,000,000 worth of 
A new plan has been devised in Economic Cooperation Administration cars being purchased for western 

Hesse to cope with the unemployment {fF western Germany, as the first Germany with ERP funds. Approxi- 
relief problem involving those unem- ‘@Ngible evidence of capital goods mately 3,480 cars are being con- 
ployed who are ineligible for unem- '@Ceived through European Recon- structed in Czechoslovakia at a cost 
ployment benefits. DM 15,000,000 from _‘Struction Plan in Germany. of $12,500,000 under direct contact 

state funds have been made available The cars were received in a brief between the Reichsbahn and Czech 

to the labor offices for the payment Ceremony at the Furth yards attended manufacturers. All contracts are ap- 
of unemployment relief as distinct by representatives of the bipartite proved by JEIA and construction is 

from unemployment benefits paid from and bizonal administrations, the Joint supervised by inspectors from the 
unemployment insurance funds to Export Import Agency and OMG Ba- Reichsbahn. Delivery of the remaining 
which both employer and employee varia. cars from Czechoslovakia is scheduled 

contribute, Mr. Collison said, "The railroad for completion by July, 1949. 

Under this plan, labor offices hope cars illustrate ERP transition from the 

to stimulate employment in public planning state to the phase of actual 

works by offering to pay unemploy- deliveries. This delivery illustrates Settlement of Doctors 
ment relief benefits, with local the fact that trade between eastern In Wuerttemberg-Baden the minis- 
authorities paying the rest of the and western nations of Europe is not terial decree abolishing settlement 

wages, The incentive arises from the restricted by the Marshall Plan." He licenses has made very little dif- 

fact that the unemployed who do not added, “As long as this trade contri- ference in the settlement of state- 

choose to accept employment in public butes to the economic recovery of licensed doctors. Admission to panel 

Works would receive only unemploy- nations, ERP is all for it.” practice is still controlled by a com- 
Ment relief payments. Maj. Gen. C. P, Gross, deputy chief mittee of representatives of the medical 

i ait of the Bipartite Transport Group, said association and the insurance com- 
Returned to Czechoslovakia that the transportation system was panies. Without panel practice the 

Forty-three bars of silver and 48 the key to economic recovery in average general practitioner cannot 

Containers of jewelry, currency and western Germany. “One-third of Bi- make a living. An additional obstacle 

_ Tare coins found originally at the zonia’s freight cars are now over to the free choice of location is the 
Reichsbank branch at Regensburghave 20 years old,” he said, “and the difficulty of doctors in obtaining 
been returned to Czechoslovakia. delivery of new rolling stock under office space and living quarters. 
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Mi BIZONE ECONOMY AT POSTWAR HIGH ~ 
e 2 2 2 : : ‘a Improvements in Industrial Activities Reviewed in Monthly Report a 

Of Military Governor; Propects for Winter on Whole Encouraging i 
a 

* es 
B THE END of September the Bi- of that in 1936, and industrial produc- sequence of the high percentage of 

zonal Area had reached its strong- tion only 70 percent, the supply of obsolete equipment had been the low 
est economic position since the end of electric power was inadequate, This output per ton of coal consumed as 
the war, Industrial production was situation was due largely to the compared with prewar performance, a 
going forward on its own momentum greater degree of electrification of in- a 
as the first effects of monetary dustry and the heavier domestic Te continued brisk in Septem-_ 
reform had spent themselves, The demand caused by an increase of ber, except in a few special | 
month was one of steady consolida- about 25 percent in population be- fields. Retail business was good, with 

tion of past gains rather than of tween 1936 and the summer of 1948 customers emphasizing quality stan-_ 
striking increase or events. The in- and the increased use of electrical dards. No major shifts in supply and 
creases in coal and steel production appliances to save coal, demand were apparent. Textiles, 
and the growing shortage of electric Also, since 1936 the Bizonal Area ‘Shoes, hosiery, tires and tubes were 

power are the outstanding develop- had become an exporter of electric the principal shortages. Hotels and 

ments. power rather than an importer, Al- Testaurants were well-patronized in 

Recent improvements in output though the emphasis had shifted some- spite of high prices. Shop windows” 
were well-balanced among raw ma- what from coal to electric power, the continued full, and the pipeline from 

terials, capital goods, and consumer bizonal economy was still based on manufacturer to ultimate consumer ’ 
goods and are best symbolized coal, and further progress would de- Was evidently reasonably full of ~ 

perhaps by steel production at an pend on more coal production and goods. Supplies of goods and prices 
annual rate of almost 7,000,000 metric more efficient coal utilization in both Charged were, however, not yet 
tons and shoe production at an transport and industry, evenly distributed, and prices ¢ ar- : 

annual rate sufficient to provide one L ged varied greatly from town to to wn. 

pair per year for each person in the pee Hie third apart of aa Motale was’ good, and (he eaamaa 
Bizonal Area. Industry as a whole ‘coal deliveries to the Bizona newspaper. articles on..bueiaeeel wae 

sati Area were well above allocations, Pep al has a satisfactory number of orders more optimistic, although complaint 
on hand, as bizonal consumers profited by the " P : : ‘Thee 

ey : _. short fall of deliveries to the Soviet f high prices were numerous, There 
Public interest in the economic i were signs of increased building, par 

Zone and Berlin, which were of more : 7 
sphere was concentrated on the ~ ;. ticularly the repair and reopening of 
es i : importance than the brown coal bri- a‘ 2 

rising prices. The German Bizonal ‘ shop premises. The psychological 
; 5 3 quettes normally received from the “a 

Economic Adminstration attempted 3 3 effect of monetary reform val 
pits aa Soviet Zone. Much of the large gain ‘ F ik 

to halt the trend by issuing “price 4 n among its most important benefit 
: ” : in steel production was based on : : 7 

mirrors,” or lists of reasonable are * and higher food rations and the con- 
A additional coal allocations. On the : a 

charges and by sponsoring a program other hand, the Soviet - imposed tinued supply of consumer goo! “ 

of “utility goods’ somewhat akin to : s immeasurably improved although 
ro blockade had cut off supplies of cer- orgs : iad 

the Briltish system. : ‘ af ‘ still inadequate, have sustained th 
tain essential raw materials, parti- ae A oe 

HE PROSPECTS for the wi cularly in the chemical industries better’ spirits. — From Bipss a 
dis be eons winter i i tion of Military Governor's Monthh 

were on the whole encouraging. As the most pressing day-to-day Report No. 39. a 
Unless unusualy severe cold inter- problems were gradually being sol- a 
vened, the present high level of eco- ved, the question of investment tinea ae 

nomic activity should be maintained, credits was coming to the fore, Dur- i : 
although no marked advances should ing the past three years, very little Radio Sets for Education — 9 ‘ 
be expected. Imports and a good har- new mining and industrial equipment One thousand radio sets ordered by 
vest should sustain the food situation had been installed. Although there Military Government from the Ph 

through the winter, Coal production was still unused capacity in some jps Company in Holland sever 
resumed its upward climb after a five fields, most industries reported obso- months ago have been received al i 

months’ halt. Hard coal stockpiles of ete, worn-out, and insufficient equip- distributed. The sets were allocated to 
the railroads, gasworks and power ment. The problem was most acute Education Service Centers and schools 
stations were satisfactory. in the coal mines and the power in the US-occupied area as follol 

Electric power generating capacity plants, the keys to further re- 425 to Bavaria, 225 to Wuerttembe! 

‘was pushed to its utmost, and although covery, and in the capital goods in- Baden, 225 to Hesse, 50 to Brem 
the output was roughly 130 percent dustries in general. A serious con- and 50 to the US Sector of Berl 
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Coal-Iron-Steel Reorganization Plan 
: lati i i rmal functions except ment through the agency of a Bipartite Steel 

The following statement relative to that in ee et ‘the coal industry the Group which wn be formed ren the purpose. 
"Re - ilitary Government which are In the fields of current production an istri- 

the US and UK laws for the "Reorgan vested, in the UK/US Coal Control Group and bution the association will have advisory 
ization of German Coal and _ Iron the powers over the production and distribu- functions only. Other iron and steel produc- 

. 99 . tion of coal allotted by Military Government ing assets as may be approved by Military 
and Steel Industries was issued to the DKBL (German Coal-Mining Administra- Government may also be transferred to the 

imw 12) tion) in its present or future form shall in no association. 

simultaneously Nov. 10 to appropriate way be limited or affected by these arrange- During the first phase the association will 

German representatives in Frankfurt, ments measures for the further reorganization of the . : easu 
Duesseldorf and Essen, The text of The following is a summary of ity.» iron and steel industry with the object of 

. wos . which will be taken in the ¥ combining the assets now held by the steel 
tne official statement 1s reproduced The colliery undertakings an established de- producing companies into a fewer number of 

| finition will be withdrawn from their parent companies in order to obtain production units 
in full. enterprises and set up under new companies of optimum efficiency. In formulating their 

to be formed for the purpose under German recommendation the association will be at 
The US and UK Military Governors (com- law. Military Government will decide in broad liberty to propose the inclusion of additional 

prising the Bipartite Board) have had under outline the assets which will be allotted to assets of the former iron and steel and coal 
review the structual reorganization and the each new company and will seize and transfer complexes in order to provide sound economic 
pattern of ownership in the coal and iron and the title to such assets to the new companies. units of a size and range capable of sustain- 
steel industries. The following constitutes an In grouping these colliery interests for the ing the steel fabricating industry in com- 
outline of the decisions which have been future care will be taken to group in accord- petition with the world markets. Such addi- 
reached and which will be put into operation ance with the requirements of efficient opera- tional assets may include colliery assets and 
in the near future and which are embodied tion and to avoid undue dislocation. particular attention will be directed to the 
in the laws and schedules which have been German nationals will be appointed as treatment to be accorded to the iron ore 
made available to you today. trustees for each new company by Military | Mining industry. The criteria which will govern 

In the first place the Military Governors Government after due consultation with the the proposa's for this fone foe ganization 
wish to make it clear that the restoration of | appropriate German bodies. Three to five whi e purely “will be ian ed a tirel ownel- 
a pattern of ownership in these industries trustees will be appointed per company and stip groupings wiil be ignored entirely, 
which would constitute an excessive concen- will hold the shares of the company in equal The second phase envisages the completion 
tration of economic power will not be allowed. proportion. The shares will be held on behalf of the formation of new unit companies and 
Nor will the return to positions of ownership of the owners but the rights of the owners the appointment to them of German nationals 
and control of those individuals who per- will be limited to receiving appropriate pro- as trustees in a manner similar to that adopted 

mitted and encouraged the aggressive designs ceeds arising from the eventual disposal of in'the coal industry. At this stage the trustee 
of the National Socialist Party be permitted. the shares and shall not include the right to association will cease to exercise the powers 
Secondly the board considers the question influence or affect the acts of the trustee, of ownership which will be vested in the 

of socialization to be one that is properly Trustees will be responsible to Military nands of ne trates hen each vane een: 
within the competence of a representative Government for the efficient discharge of their i “tions of SD trad so sation. e€ t that 
freely elected German Government, the duties. The managements of the new com- unctions Of a trade association excep at, 

: . : * : he over-all authorit for the time being, membership will be com- sovereignty of which may extend over the panies will be subject to the o y 1 on the basis that each unit 
whole of Germany or may be confined to assigned to the DKBL. The trustees will ex- PA nomi at e ne nf ts trust it company 
western Germany only. Accordingly the board ercise the functions of ownership except that he i the soc jation 1 ustees as a mem- 
will not take any action in regard to the coal they shall not distribute earnings and shall er oF the association, 
and iron and steel industries in the combined not be entitled to dispose of the shares or Finally as a complementary step to the re- 

area which will prejudice a decision by such the capital assets of their companies without organization plans for the coal and iron and 
future German government as to the pattern the approval of Military Government. steel industries it has been decided to take 
of ownership to be established for those in- The DKBL and its subsidiary companies the action in these fields in order to apply the 
dustries. At such a time as a representative DKV (German coal-sales organization) and decartelization policy which has been adopted 
freely elected government either for Germany BBZ (Central mines-supplies organization) will in the combined area. Accordingly the excep- 
as a whole or western Germany alone is con- be formed into Aktiengesellschaften (joint stode tions from the application of Ordinance 78 
stituted it shall be at liberty to resolve this companies). The shares of DKBL will be held which were made at the time of promulgation 
question within the limitations of Military by Military Government, and DKV and BBZ of the decartelization legislation in the case 
Government policy already expressed. will be fully owned subsidiaries of the DKBL. of the coal and iron and steel industries and 

The board considers that in the meantime | Members of the Aufsichtsrat (board of direc- the firm of Friedrich Krupp will be cancelled. 
an interim reorganization of these industries tors) of the DKBL will be appointed from The undertakings involved will become sub- 
is essential in the interests of the recovery trustees of the new coal companies by Mili- ject to the provisions of the implementing 
of the German economy. Accordingly, the tary Government who will ensure that the regulations of this law except that Military 
board has decided to take certain steps which, constitution of the Aufsichtsrat is broadly rep- Government has decided without further de- 
without prejudicing the ultimate settlement of | resentative and who will arrange for the lay to declare a number of the original com- 
ownership have the purpose (a) to transfer the inclusion of appropriate representation of ines to be excessive concentrations of eco- 
custody of the assets in these two industries Allied-owned mines in the Aufsichtsrat. nomic power or otherwise to be objectionable. 
and the exercise of ownership functions to The reconstruction of the DKBL will be de- The controlling companies in each of these 
German hands (b) to strengthen and improve layed until a sufficient number of trustees enterprises will be put into liquidation or 
mxisting German organizations and to provide appointed to the new coal companies are current liquidation proceedings confirmed as 
German organizations where none exist and available for nomination to the Aufsichtsrat. the case may be. The names of concerns which 
the need is considered as established (c) to In the meantime the DKBL will continue undet will be dealt with in this manner are shown 
encourage a return to a more normal method its present constitution. in schedule A of the law. 
of worki n i ir anage- . alive : ‘ ment will have the motive end. the oppor. Steps of a similar nature will be taken in Tn conclusion T am instructed to emphasize tunity to assume their proper responsibilities the iron and steel industry. In this case the sponsibility i Y ard to the c rp d ton 
and liabilities (d) to provide or adjust Mili- programs envisaged consists of two phases. an t 1 i, ee ' hich on and iro 
tary Government organizations in these in- In the first phase a steel trustee association ana steei industries, Of wil ev cannot 
dustri iparti will be formed consisting of 12 members who divest themselves at this stage. These in- ustries on a Bipartite basis. will be appointed by Military Government dustries, the bulk of which is located in the 

In formulating the plan to give effect to after due consultation with appropriate German British Zone, have been in the control of the 
these objectives, the Board has decided that bodies. The shares of the new companies which _—_ British Commander-in-Chief. By agreement be- 
Undertakings in the coal and iron and steel have already been formed to operate the steel tween them the Military Governors are now 
Industries in which Allied interests as at producing industry will be transferred to the transferring _the powers of ownership, with 
Ist September 1939 owned the share capital association and the assets at present operated certain qualifications, to German trustees. 
to the extent of more than 50 percent should by these companies, including assets at pre- The Military Governors, however, are re- 
be excluded from the application of these sent held on lease from the owners, will be taining certain control powers. They are 
decisions. seized by Military Government and the title bound to do this on account of international 

Enterprises which fell within this definition thereto transferred to the association. agreements to which their governments are 
and which are not subject to reorganization During this phase the association will ex- party and they ae pound io retain a measure 
Under decartelization legislation will be re-  ercise the functions of ownership except that of control until the final c'sposition of owner- 
leased from the control at present exercised it shall not be entitled to distribute earnings ship has peen determined. Therefore the de- 
by Military Government under the provisions or to dispose of either the shares or the cisions which are being announced to you 
of the relevant orders issued under Law 52 assets which it holds and shall be subject to | today are necessarily decisions of the Military 
and the owners of such enterprises will be at the over-riding authority of Military Govern- (Continued on page 32) 
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Regulati Directives, Publicati Document eguiations, Virectives, Fubplcatlons, ents 
Trade Union Press in the US-occupied Area Sec VIiII—Immunization of Dependent Alien struction and rehabilitation of the Bizonal 

(Germany), by Elmer A. Beck, Visiting Expert Personnel. Area. 

Series No. 3, Manpower Div. OMGUS, October Sec IX—Legal Experience Statement. Weekly Directive la 45, Hq EUCOM, 
1948. : 12 Nov. 1948. Lists following: 

. : S —EUCOM Multiple Addressee Letters 
Station List of Organizations in the European and Caplee Covers Oct-29 to Nov. 4. Sec I—Prohibition on the Import and Export 

Command, Hq EUCOM, 15 Oct. 1948. . of the Deutsche Mark. 

EUCOM Casualty Reporting Plan, AG 704.5 Sec XIII—Rescissions. Sec Il—Extract Copies of Morning Report 
AGX-AGO, Hq EUCOM, 21 Oct. 1948. European Command Exchange System Ration (WD AGO Form 44). 

Command and Administration of Military Cards, AG 331.3 (AG), OMGUS, 6 Nov. 1948. Sec III—Dependents School Division Sdioo} 
Posts, Circular No. 140, Hq EUCOM. 26 Oct. Concerns lost cards. Calendar 1948—1949. 
1948. Rations and Messing—Household Servants, Sec IV—Hunting and Fishing in the French 
German Youth Activities Certificates of Ap- AG 430.1 (AG), OMGUS, 6 Nov. 1948, Notes Zone of Germany. 

preciation, AG 353.8 GOT-AGO, Hq EUCOM, change in EUCOM Cir 89. Sec V—Regrading of Classification. Down- 
29 Oct. 1948. News of Germany, Vol. 4 No. 48, ISD grades USFET letter, AG 158 GAP-AGO, Jan. 3, 
Law Enforcement and Traffic Control, AG OMGUS, 6 Nov. 1948. 1947. 

010.8 GPA-AGO, Hq EUCOM, 29 Oct. 1948. Armed Forces Aid to Stricken Areas, Troop Sec VI—Physical E amination of Food. 
Liaison and Security Districts, 322 (LSC), I&E Bulletin, Vol. 3, No. 45, EUCOM, 7 Nov. handlers. 

Hq OMG Hesse, 1 Nov. 1948. 1948. Sec VII—Signal Corps Training Films, Lists 
Appointment of Women as Warrant Officers Amendment No.1 to Instructions to Finan- ‘Don't Be A Sucker,” “Tomorrow's Mexico" 

in the Women's Army Corps, Regular Army cial Institufions No. 1, AG 091.31 (PA), OMGUS, and ‘‘Air Siege of Ploesti.'’ 
and in the United States Air Forre, AG 210.1 8 Nov. 1948. Obviates the requirement of Sec VIII—1948 EUCOM Boxing Official’s 
AGP-A4GO, Ha EUCOM, 2 Nov. 1948. obtaining individual permission for each pro- Meeting. 
EUCOM Publication, Depot Bulletin No. 44, posed transactions. Sec IX—Official Travel by Private Con- 

EUCOM Publications Depot, 3 Nov. 1948. Cov- News of Germany, Vol. 4 No. 49, ISD veyance to a Point Served by the Mozart 
ers Oct. 25 to 29. OMGUS, 9 Nov. 1948. Train. 

Legislation for Monetary Reform, AG 003 European Command Equipment Modification Sec X—Safet i — y Precautions on Electrified 
(FA), OMGUS, 4 Nov. 1948. AG Lists and Tables of Allowances, AG 400.34 Railway Lines. 
Explosives in Ferrous Scrap Shipments, GOT-AGO, Hq EUCOM, 9 Nov. 1948. Replaces _ 

400.93 GSP-AGO, Hq EUCOM, 4 Nov. 1948. EUCOM letter of Oct. 4. Sec XI Manufacture of Mess Linen. 
Post Call System, AG 370.5 GPA-AGO, Hq Organizational Ordnance Supply Room Com- Sec XII—Preparation of Shipping Documents, 

EUCOM, 4 Nov. 1948. ; petition, AG 400 ORD-AGO, Hq EUCOM, Sec XIl—Civilian Passengers in US Army 
Amendment of MGR 5-440, ‘‘Reciprocal Legal 10 Nov. 1948. Aircraft. | 

Aid Between Germany and Foreign Courts,"’ EUCOM Publications/Depot Bulletin No. 45, Sec XIV—Care of Special Services Equip- 
AG 010.6 (ID), OMGUS, 5 Nov. 1948. Sub- EUCOM Publications Depot, 10 Nov. 1948. ment. 
stitutes for MGR oe Se). , 1 , « Ohetnstho 1 to 5. Sec XV—Hotel Accomodations in Athens. 

Feeding of Displaced Persons in a Transien atistical Annex, Issue No, XIX, Report of _ 
Status in US Areas ot Control in Germanv, the Military Governor, No. 39, CO OMGUS, Sec XVI—Safeguarding of Motor Vehicles. 
AG 383.7 (EA), OMGUS, 5 Nov. 1948. Amends 11 Nov. 1948. Sec XVII—Clearance and Documentation for 
OMGUS letter, ‘Feeding in Approved JRO News of Germany, Vol. 4 No. 50, ISD Leave and Duty Travel. 
(PCIRO) Operated and Controlled Refugee and OMGUS, 11 Nov. 1948. Sec XVIII—Restoration to Duty in Violation 
Displaced Persons (UNDPs) Assembly Centers, . of DA Directive. 

- in US Areas of Control in Germany,"’ AG 080 Me eo ursuant to Article TIT (5) of Sec XIX—EUCOM Multiple Adressee Letters Military Government Proclamation No. 7, ‘‘Bi- (ED), Sept. 16, 1947. . : saan tf and Cables. Covers Nov. 5 to 10. . . zonal Economic Administration."" AG 0106 
Weekly Directive No. 44, Hq EUCOM, 5 Nov. (LD), OMGUS, 12 Nov. 1948. Confers upon the Germany Pays Its Way, Troop I&E Bulletin, 

1948. Lists following: Economic Council the power to adopt and enact Vol. 3 No. 46, EUCOM, 14 Nov. 1948. 
Sec I—Dividend Grants from EUCOM Cen- ordinances establishing a Reconstruction Loan US Information Centers—US Zone, AG 371.1 

tral Welfare Fund. Corporation to finance the economic recon- (IS), OMGUS, 15 Nov. 1948. Lists 28 centers. 
Sec Il—The Wuerzburg GI Golden Gloves Location of Graves of French Nationals, AG 

Boxing journament. instruction—C M 293.9 (CA), OMGUS, 15 Nov. 1948. 
ec Ai Courses of insttuction—Wareer Man- . | sas . Repeal of Reich Hunting Act, AG 680.421 

agement. _ Copies of Instructions listed in (LD), OMGUS, 15 Nov. 1948. Revives the hunt- 
_ Sec IV—Rail Car Demurrage within Germany. the Information Bulletin may be ing legislation as existing in the various states 

Sec V—Character Guidance Program In- obtained b ti di ty t on Jan. 30, 1933. 

doctrination. ained by writing directly to Information Bulletin, No. 148, CO OMGUS, 
Sec VI—Enlistments and Reenlistments. the originating headquarters. 16 Nov. 1948. . 

Sec ViIl—Unauthorized Modifications to L-5 News of Germany, Vol. 4 No. 51, ISD 

Aircraft. a! || OMGUS, 16 Nov. 1948. 
EE nn en een nnn nnnne renee naan naan acca ccccnnnnnnc nnn cccccc cc LL LL A TS EST A SST eS sir tg 

(Continued from page 31) deemed objectionable and therefore subject to 15. Rheinisches Braunkohlen-Syndikat Gesell- 
| No. 36 (Prabihithes a the purview of MG Law schaft mit beschraenkter Haftung _ . No. rohibition of Excessive Concentration 

Coal- Iron steel of German Economic Power). 16. Westfaelische Kohlenhandelsges. Gastrock - 
. . . . & Co. 

Governors taken by them in the light of their i. Vereinigte Stahlwerke Aktiengesellschaft 
special responsibilities for these industries. 2. Fried. Krup 17. Kohlenhandelsgesellschaft ‘‘Hansa‘', Kall- _ 

os ° , P meier & Co 
Before these decisions were reached the 3. Mannesmann-Roehrenwerke 

views of the various interested German Kloeckner-Werke Aktiengesellschaft 18. Kohlenhandelsgesellschaft ‘‘Mark"’, Siep- 
authorities and organizations, which are well Kloeckner & C mann, Schrader & Co. 
known to Military Government, were given e r 0. h Emecher- 
full consideration, and, as far as possible and 5. Hoesch Aktiengesellschaft 19. Westfaelisches Kohlenkontor Naht, Ems 
as far as it is compatible with Military Govern- 6. Otto Wolff mann & Co. 

ment policy these views have been incor- 7. Gutehoffnungshuette Aktienverein fuer 20. Kohlenhandelsgesellschaft ‘‘Niederrhein’, 
porated in the plan. The Military Governors Bergbau und Huettenbetrieb Weyer, Franke & Co. 
are confident that this development will be Gutehoff h Oberh Akt . os 
welcomed by German opinion in general, and ede oS uette ernausen tien- 21. Kohlenhandelsgesellschaft ‘‘Westfalia’’, 
look forward to the whole-hearted cooperation geselischalt Wiesebrock, Schulte & Co. 
of all affected Germans in the smplementation 8. Ilseder Huette 99. Kohlenhandelsgesellschaft ‘’Glueccauf,"" Abt. 

of the plan, and to the attainment by join 9. Reichswerke Complex Beck & Co. 
effort, of the common objective of increased . 
production and an effective German contribu- 10. Flick Complex 23. Deutsche Kohlenhandelsgesellschaft Lider! 
tion to the recovery of Europe as a whole. 11. Thyssen-Bornemisca Group Meentzen & Co. 

‘ 24. Kohlenkontor Weyhenmeyer & Co. 
Schedule A to US Military Government 12, Stinnes Complex ; 1 Ischaft 

Law No. 75 13. Rheinisch-Westfaelisches Kohlen-Syndikat 25. Westfaelische Kohienverkaufsgese 
. . . . . Vollrath, Weck & Co. 

Enterprises declared to be excessive con- 14. Niedersaechsisches Kohlensyndikat Gesell- 4-END 
centrations of economic power, or otherwise schaft mit beschraenkter Haftung 26. Kohlenwerkstoff A.G. 
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